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The numerical modeling of motions in the atmosphere's

planetary boundary layer (PBL) is a challenging task. In

general, the boundary layer interacts with both the over-

lying atmosphere and the underlying land or water surface

in a complex manner. Random turbulence is also present in

the PBL which precludes exact prediction by numerical

models. Nonetheless, expensive three-dimensional numerical

models have been developed which, with several parameteri-

zations and assumptions, can give a good idea of the PBL

structure in many situations. However, on certain occa-

sions, there is strong mixing evident in the PBL which may

enable one to describe the structure' of the boundary layer

in a much-simplified theoretical model. By eliminating

the vertical dimension from consideration, this two-dimen-

sional mixed-layer model can be applied to mesoscale phe-

nomena (horizontal length scale < 100 km) at greatly-

reduced costs.
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The equations for motion and mixed-layer height are

derived for such a situation and methods appropriate to the

numerical modeling of the atmospheric mixed layer are dis-

cussed. Using an energy-conserving finite-difference

analog of the model equations, the model is integrated in

time to simulate the motions which were associated with the

atmospheric vortex Street observed near Cheju-do, South

Korea on 17 February 1975. Experiments were carried out

which investigated the effects of lateral diffusion, hori-

zontal resolution, and mixed-layer depth.

It is concluded that, given proper representation of

prognostic variables on a staggered finite-difference grid,

only small, realistic values of eddy diffusivity need be

utilized. It also appears evident from the numerical ex-

periments and atmospheric observations that the vortex

Street will form only when the obstacle which triggers its

formation protrudes above the mixed layer. Although the

wind fields in the simulations sometimes lack clear, fully

rotational cells well downstream of the island, the char-

acteristic sinusoidal pattern observed in laboratory ex-

periments and cloud photographs is explicitly resolved by

the model. The simulated vortex Street also compares fa-

vorably with the observed in that the dimensionless govern-

ing parameters of the simulated vortex Street (the Reynolds

number, Strouhal number, Lin's parameter, the spacing

ratio, and the speed ratio) closely match the observed

values.
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A Numerical Study of Mesoscale Motion

in the Atmospheric Mixed Layer

I. Introduction

A. The Mesoscale Mixed-Layer Model

The atmospheric planetary boundary layer (PBL) is the

region of the atmosphere most affected by the underlying

earth. The differences between a land surface and a sea

surface are dissimilar both in the manner that the PBL in-

teracts with the underlying surface and in the strength of

the interaction. The boundary layer is a turbulent fluid;

turbulence is a random, small-scale flow phenomenon which

cannot be modeled exactly. The problem of entrainment, or

the rate at which the PBL tends to deepen, involves complex

interactions with the underlying surface and overlying

troposphere requiring parameterizations. In addition, dis-

continuities in temperature, moisture, and momentum often

exist across the top of the PBL. These considerations all

combine to make modeling of motions in the PBL a complex

task. In general, to simulate boundary layer processes,

expensive three-dimensional models are required in which

are imbedded many paratneterizations and assumptions. These

models are valuable tools as an aid to understanding the

complex interactions which take place in the PBL.

Beginning with the work of researchers like Lavoie
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(1968) and Lilly (1968), however, it became apparent that

under certain circumstances, the atmospherets PBL could be

envisioned as a fluid whose vertical dimension could be

treated as a single unit. When the fluid in the PBL is

well-mixed by strong winds and/or a strong surface heat

flux, detailed observation of atmospheric variables in the

vertical dimension is no longer important. The numerical

modeling of flow features under this condition is therefore

much simplified and computational costs are substantially

reduced.

The scale of motion of most interest in the planetary

boundary layer for its effect on weather is the mesoscale.

The time scales being considered are on the order of min-

utes or hours and the length scales are less than 100 km

(the lower limit for synoptic scale motion). Since the

vertical dimension has been replaced by a single layer of

variable thickness, the two-dimensional model may be uti-

lized to gain better horizontal resolution than would be

possible with a three-dimensional model.

Historically, the mesoscale mixed-layer model (MMN)

has been used to study many different types of problems.

Lavoie (1972) has successfully simulated the steady-state

features of lake-effect snowstorrns over western New York

and Pennsylvania. Spelman (1969) studied the importance

of horizontal asymmetries in describing the mixed layer

in the tropics. Lavoie (1974) used the model again to
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model the flow around the island of Oahu. The rainshadow

effect and general flow features were both accurately sun-

ulated in this case. The urban heat island effect on

growth of the mixed layer and on the mean flow was studied

by Spangler (1972) over St. Louis. The model has also been

suggested for use in air pollution studies by Keyser and

Anthes (1976), who performed sensitivity tests to which the

MMN yielded encouraging results.

Overland et al. (1979) have successfully studied the

channelling effect of flow through the Strait of Juan de

Fuca bordering Washington and British Columbia. Price

et al. (1978) have also used a mixed-layer model to simu-

late the storm-induced mixed-layer deepening of the oceanic

mixed layer in the Gulf of Mexico.

The first attempt at using the mesoscale mixed-layer

model in a predictive mode was made by Keyser and Anthes

(1977), who predicted the flow over the mid-Atlantic states

for a six-hour period. While there were some improved

parameterizations and numerical refinements incorporated

into their model, there were still several problem areas

which were either left unchanged or were not considered.

In a comparison of a three-dimensional mesoscale model and

the model of Keyser and Anthes (1977), Anthes et al. (1980)

concluded that the mixed-layer model's solution was not

responsive enough to the problem of the sea breeze over

Israel. A part of the discrepancy in the results of the
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two models may be due to exclusion of horizontal advection

just above the top of the mixed layer in the model of

Keyser and Anthes (1977). Runs of their MMM (in progress)

should determine the effect that the inclusion of this term

will have on model performance.

B. Purpose of the Study

The effects of small-scale asymmetries in the under-

lying surface and other surface forcing on the mixed-layer

structure have already been extensively studied by Lavoie

(1968, 1972, 1974) and others. The usefulness of the model

as a predictor has also been shown by Keyser and Anthes

(1977). What lies ahead in this area is the improvement of

the numerical model and incorporation of more theoretical

physics into the model.

Of interest here will be whether the MNN assumptions,

treatment of lateral boundary conditions, and finite-dif-

ference methods are sufficiently correct to permit the

model to reproduce a known mesoscale phenomenon associated

with a simple topographic feature. That phenomenon is the

atmospheric vortex Street observed to the lee of the island

of Cheju-do, South Korea, as observed on 17 February 1975.
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II. The Physical Model

A. Idealized Atmospheric Structure

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the theo-

retical basis of the mixed-layer model and its mathemati-

cal description. The parameterizations and limitations on

this type of model will also be delineated.

Figure 1 is an idealized look at the vertical profiles

of wind velocity, potential temperature, and mixing ratio

in the lowest few kilometers of the atmosphere. There are

four layers in this sketch: the surface layer, which is

only on the order of 50 m deep, in which most of the PBL's

wind shear and temperature gradient is present; the mixed

layer, where velocity, potential temperature, and mixing

ratio are approximately constant with height; the locally

thin inversion layer, where "jumps" in velocity, potential

temperature, and mixing ratio are normally evident; the

overlying stable layer in which constant lapse rates for

potential temperature and mixing ratio are assumed. The

surface is considered to be warmer than the air, the case

giving the best mixing.

In the surface layer, or at least in its lowest parts,

mixing is accomplished by turbulence generated by wind

shear. Above, however, it is often accomplished by thermal

convection. This mixed layer, or planetary boundary layer,
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Figure 1. Idealized sketch of the lower atmosphere when the PBL is well-mixed.
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is usually on the order of one to two kilometers deep. It

is sometimes capped by a strong inversion layer, in which

temperature increases with height. This layer is charac-

teristically very thin locally, perhaps a few meters or

tens of meters, and effectively acts as a lid. The region

between the inversion and z = H is the non-turbulent region

where mesoscale perturbations introduced by the boundary

layer convolutions are assumed to be still important. This

layer may be as deep as the mixed layer itself.

Although the theoretical model involves four layers of

the atmosphere, we are concerned with the development of

only the mixed layer. The other three layers are all pa-

rameterized as they have an impact on the flow in the

mixed layer. The surface layer supplies heat to the mixed

layer from below, and extracts momentum. In addition, the

strength of the inversion is important in determining the

magnitude of the pressure gradient force in the mixed

layer where its top slopes. Finally, the synoptic-scale

pressure gradient serves to force the mixed-layer flow

from above.

In formulations of mixed-layer models, consideration

is generally given to the temporal change of potential

temperature, its horizontal advection, and the surface

heat flux. A moisture budget is often considered as well.

All of these important physical processes will be neglec-

ted in this version of the model. This would seem to be a
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rather reckless approach because, in this case, the sur-

face heat flux into the mixed layer from below is the

primary force responsible for the mixing; also, the vortex

street is observed in moisture-laden clouds. This apparent

paradox is explained by the fact that the vortex street

is a geophysical fluid flow problem primarily governed by

diffusion and advection of vorticity near an obstacle.

Hence thermodynamic effects are probably unnecessary in

the model for this simulation experiment. Also, while the

pattern of a vortex street is evident in the cloud photo-

graphs I will be looking at, it is only desirable here to

model the motions suggested by the cloud patterns, not the

clouds themselves. Thus the model has filtered out any

baroclinic effects and is being explicitly tailored to

solving the problem of vortex street development. In

general, such an approach is not advisable for mixed-layer

modeling, but I feel that there is adequate justification

in this case.

Utilizing the assumptions mentioned, the mathematical

model may now be derived for a dry atmosphere in which it

is assumed that the potential temperature is in a steady-

state, horizontally uniform situation. The governing

equations for flow in this situation are derived from the

basic equations of motion in the atmosphere and the inver-

sion height equation is derived following a more heuristic

approach.



B. Model Eqations

1. The Equation of Motion

The basic equations governing the flow in the mixed-

layer model are the so-called primitive equations. Using

a Cartesian coordinate system applied on an f-plane, the

equations, after Reynolds averaging, are

and

dV 3T
= -fkxV-iVp+i-.+F

(

dt p 3z

ldp 3w
E -(V.V + '-.) , (2.2)

where V is the mean horizontal velocity vector, f is the

coriolis parameter (f 2 sin , where 2 is the earth's

rotation rate and is the latitude that the f-plane is

centered on), k is the unit vector in the vertical direc-

tion, p is the fluid's mean density, V is the horizontal

gradient operator, p is the mean pressure, T is the mean

momentum flux toward the surface, is the horizontal

diffusion of momentum, and w is the mean vertical velocity

(a list of symbols used may be found in Appendix A). The

mean is a (running) horizontal average over an area corn-

parable to the horizontal grid area to be used.

Assuming the compressible part of (2.2) to be negli-

gible,
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1 IdpI IwI
(tI << , (2.3)

(2.2) may be written

VV + 0 . (2.4)

The flow in the boundary layer will be assumed to be in

hydrostatic equilibrium,

= -pg (2.5)

where g is the gravitational acceleration of the earth

(g = 9.81 m s2). Pressure, density, and temperature are

related by the equation of state,

p = pRT , (2.6)

where R is the gas constant for dry air (287 J kg' deg)

and T is the air temperature. The definition of potential

temperature is

0 T(.2)P (2.7)

where c, is the specific heat at constant pressure and p00

is the pressure at a reference level (normally taken as

1000 nib). The Exner function is defined as

p R/c T
II (;;) P = (2.8)

Before deriving the prognostic equation for mixed-

layer velocity, the hydrostatic equation needs to be put

into a more suitable form for the upcoming vertical inte-

gration. Using IT to describe the pressure field,
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differentiation of (2.8) with respect to height gives

K-i
311 R (_2.._) (29)

cppoo Poo

where K is the ratio R/c. By using (2.6) to replace p in

(2.5) and then using the definition of potential tempera-

ture (2.7) in this new expression, the hydrostatic relation

may be expressed as

cG- = -g (2.10)

As was hinted earlier, to reduce the problem to a

two-dimensional problem in the horizontal, a vertical inte-

gration is performed through the mixed layer using the

operator

z
1

rh

=
(2.11)

Applying (2.11) to (2.1) yields

z

= -fk x
1

Vp + I + rZ
. (2.12)

dt - P p

The assumption that momentum is well-mixed can be applied

here to see that

= V (2.13)

in the mixed-layer, and thus

dV
(2.14)

dt dt

Following the derivation of the alternate form of the

hydrostatic equation, we may write
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- Vp = cOVlI
. (2.15)

Substitution of (2.15) into (2.12) gives

h
dV cO

dt
h-z5

f VII dz
t(h) T(z3)

= -fkxV- p

h-z5

+ (2.16)

where an error of up to ten percent is possible by neglec-

ting the vertical variation of density in the mixed layer

(Keyser, 1977), and the horizontal diffusion is assumed

independent of height.

The terms representing the momentum flux at the sur-

face, at the mixed-layer top, and horizontal diffusion

must be parameterized. The flux of mass from the overlying

atmosphere to the mixed layer below is called entrainment.

Although the process of entrainment is very important in

many cases, it was deemed unimportant for des.cribing a vor-

tex Street in the PBL. Therefore, it is assumed that

T(h) = 0 . (2.17)

The flux of momentum at the surface is called the surface

stress or skin friction. This term is parameterized using

the bulk-aerodynamic formulation of Priestly (1959), where

T(z) = PCDIVIV , (2.18)

with CD the drag coefficient.

The horizontal diffusion term represents horizontal

diffusion of momentum by subgrid-scale processes. It also

serves to suppress nonlinear instability present in some
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numerical models. This term is parameterized using a

coefficient of eddy diffusivity and is written

= V'(KvVV) . (2.19)

The parameter Ky is the eddy diffusivity for momentum and

in this model we utilize the same formulation used by

J. Smagorinsky (1963) in his general circulation model,

where

C2(s)2

V'r
DT, (2.20)

where DT is the total deformation,

ru. cSu. 21½

DT + -J-)

J
, i,j=1,2 , (2.21)

C is a coefficient to be determined later, and ts is the

grid spacing.

Meteorologically speaking, we are interested in the

temporal change in mixed-layer velocity at a point. This

local derivative is

By dV
- = - - V'7V - w -. . (2.22)

dt

The last term in (2.22) is dropped after vertical integra-

tion because V is constant with height. Using all of the

equations (2.17) - (2.22) and expressing the pressure

gradient term in a form which is easier to diagnose

(Keyser, 1977), (2.16) finally becomes

IVIV
- = -V"7V fk x (V-V ) - g Vh

D -

at
- -g h-z
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+ v.(1c)vV) , (2.23)

where Yg is the free-flow geostrophic wind velocity and O

is the magnitude of the temperature jump in the inversion

layer.

2. Inversion Height Equation

The height of the mixed-layer top above sea level may

be a prognostic variable as well as the mixed-layer veloc-

ity. For a material surface bounding two fluids of dif-

fering density, the instantaneous height h* obeys

+ V*(h*)'Vh* = w*(h*) (2.24)

where a superscript asterisk denotes quantities before

Reynolds averaging takes place. The Reynolds averaged..

form of (2.24) is

+ V(h)'S7h = w(h) - (2.25)

where J is a small scale horizontal flux of h (Deardorff

and Peterson, 1980). This may be parameterized using a

downgradient diffusion formulation (as was done in the

case for momemtutn), where

J = Khvh . (2.26)

In order to avoid explicit determination of w(h), the con-

tinuity equation (2.4) is vertically averaged using (2.11).

Then (because the horizontal divergence, VV, in the mixed-

layer is independent of height),

VV = - {w(h) + w(z) } (h-z5)1 . (2.27)



Solving (2.27) for w(h) gives

w(h) = -(VV)(h-z5) + w(z)

15

(2.28)

The mean vertical velocity at the surface, w(z), is as-

sumed to be due totally to the slope of the terrain, so

that

w(z5) = Y(z)"z5 . (2.29)

Therefore, (2.28) becomes

w(h) = -(h-z)V'V + V'7z5 . (2.30)

Substitution of (2.30) and (2.26) into (2.25) gives

-
TE -(h-z)V'V + V(z5)'Vz5 V(h)Vh

+ V(KhVh) , (2.31)

or in a more compact form,

-
TE - -'7'(h-z5)V + S7'(KhS7h) . (2.32)

C. Limitations on This Type of Model

The prognostic equations for the N1N which will be

used to simulate the vortex street are given in (2.23) and

(2.32). Many of the limitations on this model have al-

ready been discussed in this chapter. The omission of

thermodynamic considerations would be serious in most ap-

plications of a mesoscale mixed-layer model but should not

lead to difficulties here. This model also assumes that

the flow in the boundary layer is well-mixed, there is no

entrainment of fluid from the overlying stable layer to
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the mixed layer, and that hydrostatic equilibrium prevails.

The latter assumption is well-established in the

atmosphere in most situations (Estoque, 1962). By assum-

ing no vertical gradient of velocity, potential tempera-

ture, or mixing ratio, mixed-layer modeling is restricted

to certain flow situations. It would be impractical to

use a mixed-layer model to simulate

which the boundary layer required e

lution (e.g. the nocturnal boundary

tion of entrainment is important in

there are several methods available

Deardorff, 1972; Tennekes, 1973).

flow situations in

cplicit vertical reso-

layer). Parameteriza-

general, too, and

to the modeler (e.g.

A physical mixed-layer model suitable for simulating

the vortex street has now been derived. In the next chap-

ter, the corresponding numerical model will be described,

including initial and boundary conditions, arrangement of

prognostic variables on a staggered finite-difference

grid, and the discretization of the prognostic equations

into finite-difference equations.
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III. The Numerical Model

A. The_Discretized Domain

The solution to the system of equations described in

the previous chapter is found using finite-difference

methods. This numerical approach is to transform the

continuous system into one which is discrete.

This transformation is accomplished by defining the

new independent variables

and

= (i-1)Ax , i. = 1,2,3, .. . ,I (3.1)

y = (j-1)Ay
, j = 1,2,3, . . . ,J (3.2)

where i and j are the indices for x and y, respectively, I

and J refer to the maximum index values, and Ax and Ay are

the respective grid increments (which will henceforth be

referred to simply as As since we will be choosing Ax = Ay

for all experiments). These definitions are applied to a

horizontally-staggered grid (Gates, 1968). The grid

(Figure 2) allows for separate locations for each of the

three dependent variables of the system (u, v, and h).

The choice of this grid is particularly well-suited in all

cases of atmospheric motion, since all cases depend

heavily on pressure gradient terms.

Evaluation of the gradient of mass in the equations

of motion is done over an interval of As in the present
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Figure 2. Finite-difference grid for the NNM (the 'C'
grid).
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case, whereas on a non-staggered grid the gradient would

be calculated over an interval of 2is. For the staggered

grid, then, the amount of computer time required to com-

pute this term is divided by two and the truncation error

remains the same (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976). Before

another important advantage is pointed out, a discussion

of numerical modeling of the gravity-inertia wave equations

and computational dispersion is crucial.

B. Computational Dispersion

There are many ways other than that shown in Figure

2 to allocate variables on a finite-difference grid.

Regardless of the choice, however, some space-time smear-

ing is required in computing the terms of the equations of

motion. This smearing may result in what is known as

computational (false) dispersion. The other schemes are

plagued by other problems which are even more serious un-

less drastic remedial measures are taken.

As an example of computational dispersion, let's look

at a very simple case of gravity waves in one space dimen-

sion. The linearized governing equations are

and

3u - ah
-g (3.3)

= -H . (3.4)

The standard method of solution is to assume that a
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wave solution exists, e.g.

(x,t) Real { exp [i(kx-vt)]} , (3.5)

where is the amplitude of the wave, k is the horizontal

wave number (k L, with L the wavelength), and v is the

frequency of motion. Using solutions of the form (3.5), we

obtain a system of equations

vu = gkh (3.6)

and

vh = Hkii ,
(3.7)

which give an equation for the frequency,

v2 = gHk2 .
(3.8)

Thus the phase speed c is found to be

C = ± (3.9)

There is no dispersion of waves because c does not depend

on the wave number (and thus the wavelength).

If we consider a particular finite-difference represen-

tation of (3.3) and (3.4), however, the frequency equation

becomes (Nesinger and Arakawa, 1976)

2 - u 1Slfl k1x\2
V kLx

which means that the gravity waves no longer propagate at

a constant phase speed, but with the speed

c* = ±(gHY sikx
c
sik4 (3.11)

Thus computational dispersion results when space and time

differencing are used to approximate derivatives. The
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phase speed (c*) decreases as wavelength decreases and when

L = 2t.x (the shortest resolvable wave on a finite-differ-

ence grid), the phase speed is zero - the wave becomes

stationary. This phenomenon is known as two-grid-interval-

noise because it will remain and amplify as the model irite-

gration progresses unless corrective measures are taken.

This would be catastrophic if the desired result after a

period of time is something physically meaningful.

There have been many studies of computational disper-

sion for the two-dimensional geostrophic adjustment problem

(e.g., Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976; Arakawa and Lamb, 1977;

Schoenstadt, 1978), which is a subset of the flow problems

we will be studying here. These studies have shown that

the three best schemes are the so-called 'B', 'C' (our

choice), and 'E' schemes (see Figure 3 for the allocation

of variables in the 'B' and 'E' grid cases). Defining the

Rossby radius of deformation as

A
(gH)½

(3.12)

it has been shown (Arakawa and Lamb, 1977) that the ratio

of X to grid size is an important factor in choosing the

scheme. For the atmosphere, the ratio is much greater than

two (an important cutoff) and the 'C' grid is far superior

to either the 'B' or 'E' grid.

Only when the ratio is less than two, such as in

ocean models (Batteen and Han, 1980), should the 'B' grid
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be used; otherwise a very large diffusion coefficient is

necessary. Because Keyser and Anthes (1977) used the 'B'

grid in their model, they were forced to use a large value

for the diffusion coefficient - a value that effectively

smooths out any small scale noise but also real small scale

resolvable features that we might be interested in. In ad-

dition, they applied an explicit spatial smoothing operator

to filter out all harmonics of L < lOAs. This was perhaps

reasonable for their study because they were primarily in-

terested in mesoscale phenomena with a rather large spatial

scale.

Before model development was begun on our model, we

coded the shallow water equations (governing equations for

the geostrophic adjustment process) for both the 'C' and

'B' grids, and indeed the 'C' grid was superior. Both

runs were made without diffusion and the 'B' grid case

rapidly exhibited a pattern of two-grid-interval-noise as

expected. No experimentation was performed with the 'E'

grid because it has some unique problems of its own

(Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) and consequently it has not

been used in inesoscale models before. The major problem

with both the 'B' and 'E' grids is that for some waves,

they yield group velocities of the wrong sign (Nesinger and

Arakawa, 1976).

The advantages of the staggered grid over the non-

staggered grid and those of the 'C' grid over any other
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well-known representation led to the choice of the 'C'

grid as the basis for our discretized domain. We may now

discuss the finite-difference equations and will bring up

the questions of numerical precautions as the need arises.

C. Finite-Difference Equations

First we must define the averaging and differencing

operators used that represent the terms in (2.23) and

(2.32). The averaging operator is defined by

-
i,j

or

=
1,3

We also note that

y. =
1,3

+ i-½,j
(3.13)

+ . ) . (3.14)
-

y
=

i,j (j+,j + i-½,j +

+. . ) (3.15)

The differencing operator (replacing spatial derivatives in

the equations) is a centered-in-space difference defined by

and

- i+½,j i-½,j (3 16)-

= i,j+1,J(317)

The actual model equations are much more complex in

appearance than the definitions above, but straightforward,
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repeated application of the definitions to the prognostic

equations render them in a form which is easily coded into

FORTRAN. All variables are evaluated at time level n, un-

less otherwise specified. The temporal derivatives will be

left in their original form for the time being (time dif-

ferencing will be discussed at the end of this section).

The equations are first written in component form based on

the so-called vector-invariant form (Arakawa and Lamb,

1977)

and

e m3u - (f+)v_½(u2 +v2) -g----

CD1 VU
+ V'(Kv7u) - fv (3.18)

h-z5
g

E& 3hav - -(f + )u - (u2 + v2) g-- r
cDlVIv

+V*(KvVV) + fUg (3.19)

h-z

where - is the vertical component of the relative

vorticity. The prognostic equation for h is left in its

original form.

The finite-difference equations are formulated from

(3.18), (3.19), and (2.32) utilizing an energy-conserving

form of Sadourny (1975):

y
V U X x

-(
X )1v - g'(h-z5)
h_zsXY
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xyXy (u2 + v2 )½U
+ v2 + fXY

CD
h_zsX

+ V(KVu) - fVg (3.20)

xv -u_,x y x
XY

1h-z
h_zsXY

S
- g'(h-_z5) ½(u2

xy
-y (u2 + V2)½V

+v2) _fXY
y

CD

+ V.(KS7v) + fUg

TE -{(h-Z5)U

+ Vs(KhVh)

where the reduced gravity g' = g---,

(3.21)

(3.22)

= (Ct)2 2{ (2Xx)2 (2X) 2

+ 2(Y
+ Y)2} (3.23)

= (C)2 2{(2)2 + (2Y)2

+ 2(VXx X)2} , (3.24)

Kh = (C)2 2{(2u)2 + (2v)2

2(v

xy
u)2 ).2 (3.25)+

The values of domain-averaged total mass, total ener-

gy, and absolute potential enstrophy are also computed each
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time step. The finite-difference representations for these

quantities are

M = Z (h-z5)
i,j

(3.26)

E = ½ E (h-z5){g(h-z5) + 2gz5
1,] x y

+ u2 + v2 } , (3.27)

and

Q = ½ E (h-zY' (f + c)2 (3.28)
1,3

To express time as a discrete entity we use the notation

= nit ,
(3.29)

where n is the index for the time iteration (time level)

and At is the time step. Equations (3.20), (3.21), and

(3.22) are explicitly integrated through time using the

"1eapfrog' method (centered in time and space),

at -
1,] 1,1 1,] (3 30)

at 2At

Since the leapfrog is a three-level scheme, we need a

two-level method to start the model integration, for which

we have chosen the Euler-backward (or Matsuno) scheme

(Matsuno, 1966a).

Using the shorthand notation for the right-hand side

of prognostic equations, the tendency may be written

F" ,
(3.31)

where the superscript refers to the time level at which all
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quantities on the right-hand side are evaluated. For n = 1

(the Matsuno step), the new value of a predictand is given

in a two-stage process by

= (n)
+ , (3.32)

(n+1) (n) + tF(n+l)*
. (3.33)

For n> 1 (the leapfrog steps),

(n+1) (n-1) + 2F(n) (334)

The advantages of using the leapfrog scheme are

second-order accuracy, neutrality (i.e., the scheme is

neither damping nor amplifying), and simplicity (compared

to a fourth-order scheme in time, for example). However,

there are two important drawbacks. First, the method does

not exactly conserve kinetic energy even when optimal spa-

tial differencing is used; thus nonlinear instability

(in the form of a wave with L = 2s in space developing and

amplifying) is a potential problem. Second, the solutions

at alternate time steps may become decoupled as a result

of phase changes in the computational mode (Haltiner,

1971), thus some form of time averaging must be used peri-

odically. The averaging operator adopted is one used by

Keyser and Anthes (1977), where

and

(fl1) - , n-2 fl1)
, (3.35)-

n(E)* i(fll +
) , (3.36)

= t - t/2 . (3.37)
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Preliminary experiments showed the unmistakable signal of

a 2t oscillation in some fields after about 35 time steps,

so we arbitrarily chose to apply the the above scheme once

every 18 time steps, much more frequent than Haltiner's

(1971) suggestion of 50, and less frequent than that of

Keyser and Anthes (1977), who used it once an hour (every

12 to 15 time steps).

There are two computational stability requirements on

the leapfrog method used in conjunction with centered space

differencing and lateral diffusion. To insure linear com-

putational stability, the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL)

criterion (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) must be met, namely

ct (3.38)

The fastest moving wave in the system is an external gray-

ity wave (Lavoie, 1972) at the inversion level, whose phase

speed is

c = U ± {gt(h_z)}½ (3.39)

Depending on the magnitude of the advective wind speed, U,

the strength of the inversion e, and the depth of the

mixed layer, c can typically be as high as 35 m s'. Even

a wave this fast can still be safely resolved (under the

CFL criterion) with a time step of 100 seconds (for Ls

7 km).

The other stability requirement is on the frictional

terms. All dependent variables in these terms (surface
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friction and lateral diffusion) must be evaluated at time

level (n-i) when in a leapfrog time step. This stability

criterion is

< 0.25 ,

(s)2
(3.40)

a condition which is easily met for the small values of

generated in (3.23), (3.24), and (3.25).

Another important consideration for the numerical

model is the formulation of appropriate initial conditions.

This is treated in the next section.

D. Initial Conditions

The experiments were generally initialized using data

from the Air Mass Transformation Experiment (AMTEX) of

1975. The cloud photographs taken from Defense Military

Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites were analyzed for

well-defined cases of the atmospheric vortex street, and

the aerological data (Management Committee for ANTEX,

1975; Agee and Lomax, 1978) for the closest observation

time was used to find the average geostrophic wind in the

mixed layer and the inversion height.

It is assumed that in the boundary layer, a steady-

state situation exists in an Ekman balance, that is

CDIVIV
fk x (y Yg) (3.41)

h-z
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We can write (3.41) in component form and obtain the solu-

tion to a quadratic equation for the ratio IYI'I!gI Let

fh
X = . Then

CD

C _ ) = ½{-X2 + (4X2 + X2)} . (3.42)

'Yg'

This equation is solved for the different values of CD, SO

that we essentially have two solutions for each of the

velocity components - those over land and those over ocean.

A sample solution is shown in Table I. The sudden changes

in drag coefficient and velocity gradient would cause

problems with the integration if some sort of smoothing is

not done. Therefore, a nine-point smoothing operator

(Haltiner, 1971) is used initially to lessen the shock to

the system.

The topography used is a subjectively-smoothed repre-

sentation of elliptically-shaped Cheju-do, an island moun-

tian south of the Republic of Korea. In this representa-

tion, symmetry in the direction perpendicular to the flow

is preserved. Figure 4 shows the actual topography of

Cheju-do and Figure 5 shows a cross-section along its

major axis. For each experiment, a slightly rotated coor-

dinate system was set up so that (initially) the winds

over the ocean are perpendicular to the long axis of the

island. The u- and v-components are then defined with
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TABLE I. SAMPLE SOLUTION FOR EQ. (3.42)

land (sea level) sea

h 89Cm 890m

f 7.836 x iO sec' 7.836 x 1O sec'

CD 7.0 x 1O3 1.5 x 10

lYg1
9.95 in sec 9.95 m sec'

X 1.0018 4.6751

(Il/i!gI) 0.6187 0.9580

lvi 7.82 m sec' 9.73 in sec

tan 0.79 0.21

38.1° 11.8°

26.3° 0.0°

-1 -1
u -3.5 in sec 0.0 in sec

-1 -1
v -7.0 in sec -9.7 in sec

tan o
CD1!glfh

CDIYgI fh

lvi

( ) = 3{-X2 + (X2+4X)}
lvi

Notes: (1) is the cross-isobaric flow angle

(2) c' is the same angle after the coordinate
axes are rotated -12°
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respect to the new coordinate system, after choosing the

value of h.

The initial value for the depth of the mixed layer

over the ocean was arbitrarily chosen as the value over

Cheju-do's aerological station (Mosulpo AB) for the time

being studied. This choice was not deemed to be critical

for the simulation of the vortex street because we are not

including baroclinic effects in the model. At points

where there was topography, the total mixed-layer height

was kept the same as the inversion depth (Figure 5). Where

the island's elevation was higher than the mixed-layer

depth, h was set equal to ten meters and the normal veloc-

ity components were set equal to zero. This important new

feature of the model will be examined further (in light of

observations) in Chapter IV and (with regard to this model)

in Chapter V.

E. Boundary Conditions

One of the most difficult tasks facing researchers

interested in numerical modeling of flows in limited areas

is the formulation of mathematically proper (well-posed)

lateral boundary conditions. Oliger and Sundstrom (1976)

divide fluid flow into several distinct classes of motion

and formulate the necessary well-posed boundary conditions

for many of these classes. However, for a system based on

the hydrostatic, primitive equations (like ours), there is
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no well-posed set of lateral boundary conditions.

Sundstrom and Elvius (1979) identify this as a key prob-

lem which needs further investigation. We are therefore

faced with choosing from among several established ill-

posed (but fairly satisfactory) boundary conditions or

developing our own. The main problems we can encounter

involve over-specification of boundary values (Chen, 1973;

Oliger and Sundstrom, 1976) and false reflection of waves

at the boundary (Nitta, 1964; Matsuno, 1966b).

In spite of this difficulty, there have been some

formulations which have proved to be useful for limited

area models. The problem of overspecification of boundary

conditions has been mentioned as one that is overlooked

by many researchers. Chen (1973) performed experiments

which showed that if too many boundary conditions were

specified for a problem, serious two-grid-interval-noise

would develop. By using a well-posed, properly specified

set of boundary conditions, he showed it was possible to

avoid the noise and attain a physically-acceptable solu-

tion at the boundary. He also showed that by applying a

simple smoothing operator such as

r =
'I-2 2I1 'I '

where I refers to a right-hand boundary point, the noise

was completely suppressed. This adjacent local smoothing

is a part of our boundary treatment, and will be mentioned

in that context later in this section.
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One approach tiaken to suppress the false reflection at

the boundary is the Sommerfeld radiation condition, uti-

lized by Wurtele et al. (1971), Pearson (1974), and

Williamson and Browning (1974). Another approach is to

pose a set of highly-dissipative boundary conditions (in

a "sponge" layer) which absorb disturbances propogating

outward from the interior. This method has been used

successfully by Lavoie (1972, 1974) and Keyser and Anthes

(1977) in their IINN's. Bushby and Titnpson (1967) and

Perkey and Kreitzberg (1976) also used this type of bound-

ary condition in their mesoscale models. One final ap-

proach often taken is to use a type of Newtonian damping

at the boundary, as suggested by Anthes (1974) and Davies

(1976). The latter two are intended to damp out disturb-

ances very strongly near the boundary to prevent reflection

of waves. The sponge layer, however, provides for perhaps

too smooth a solution and effectively wastes a large num-

ber of grid points while the Newtonian damping often would

be too strong. The intent of the radiation condition is to

allow disturbances to pass through the outflow boundary

without alteration or reflection.

Orlanski (1976) has formulated a boundary condition

based on the radiation condition which will form the basis

of our lateral boundary treatment. A fairly recent review

of boundary conditions used in nested grids (Miyakoda and

Rosati, 1977) showed that Orlanski's boundary condition



effectively prevents most reflection, but there is still

minimal reflection.

The radiation condition involves the use of the

prognostic equation

0 (3.44)

at the boundary, where is the spatial derivative taken

normal to the boundary and c is the phase speed for the

variable . Referring back to Figure 2, one can see that

on the upstream side (where i I), the normal prognostic

equation for u {Eq. (3.20)} cannot be used because the

spatial derivative cannot be evaluated at the edge -

is undefined.

One would analyze the modes present in the flow situ-

ation, use an appropriate estimation of the phase speed of

the dominant mode, and then finally compute the new value

of at the boundary. Orlanski (1976) suggested that

since there are several modes present in many flow situa-

tions, one can determine a local phase speed for each

prognostic variable. For illustrative purposes, let's

choose the east boundary of a domain. Then at the east

boundary,

= 0 (3.45)

is the new equation used. Application of (3.45) is done

in a two-stage process, as illustrated in Figure 6. First
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Figure 6. Pictorial description of method of solution at
a lateral boundary.
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(3.45) is solved for c at each boundary point at time

level (n-i). The purpose of this step is to identify the

dominant mode among the infinite number of possibilities,

and then using the phase speed of the dominant mode to

pass the disturbance through the boundary. This requires

no prior estimation of the phase speed, as is the case in

other methods. Thus we get a value of local phase speed

for each variable for time level (n-i). This phase speed

is expressed in finite-difference form as (for the east

boundary)

n-2
-

. (3.46)=

½(_ +

If c is computed to be larger than cmax = ITx/2At (the

maximum speed the model can resolve), it is set to

Note that in the spatial derivative we are using a time-

averaged value for - this is to prevent decoupling of

solutions at alternate time steps as discussed previously.

Note we also use an upstream spatial differencing scheme

(provided that U c > 0 on the east boundary, otherwise

the boundary is inflow). This scheme is damping in nature

so that it requires information for points adjacent to the

boundary at four time levels. We feel that the increased

storage requirement is offset by the improved solution at

the boundary and the lack of remedial measures necessary

for outflow boundary points (large diffusion coefficients
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and explicit smoothing schemes are often used in part in an

attempt to clear up problems associated with improper

boundary conditions).

Once the local phase speed is found, it is added to

the appropriate advective velocity to determine whether the

boundary point is an outflow point or inflow point for that

variable. This second stage is accomplished (for outflow)

by solving (3.45), this time for the new value of the

variable at the boundary, centered at time level n. The

finite-differencing scheme is

n+l n-i
n+l n-iI I {1(

+ i2t tx

-i
. (3.47)

Note that we must again use time-averaging in the spatial

differencing term and this leads to the problem of a more

complex than expected equation for
t1 Solving for

we get

At\rnl , tt r

+1
C +

=

(1. + c
. (3.48)

By using a radiation condition as outlined above, we

are crudely assuming that other forces (e.g. coriolis,

pressure gradient, and surface drag) are in equilibrium and

thus make no contribution at the boundary. Unfortunately,

even though we may want these forces to be in perfect
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equilibrium (Ekman balance), because of uncertainty in the

initialization data (in part) they are not in balance. So,

as suggested by Kiemp and Wilhelmson (1978), we append

these effects on the right-hand side of (3.45) and now

substitute u for to bring reality back into this deriva-

tion;

3ti
IVIu

+ Cu - f(V_Vg) cD (3.49)
h-z5

We do likewise for v and leave the h-equation alone. The

two-stage procedure is then followed with (3.49) as the

first step. If these extra terms are not included in the

boundary formulation (the case in the preliminary experi-

ments), strong, localized velocity gradients may develop

at the boundary which will ultimately lead to serious

problems.

If the point is found to be an inflow (velocity)

point, we assume that the solution is that of the exterior.

We assume that exterior conditions are steady so that the

flow is in Ekman balance, so that

fk (y
- 1 Es

h-z5
(3.50)

Eq. (3.50) is solved each time step and the values found

for u and v are specified as inflow values when needed. If

a point is inflow for h, the value prescribed is the initial

value, since we don't have reliable information (that has
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use to us) about the inversion height outside of our

limited domain. To suppress noise generated at the bound-

ary by the possible overspecification of inflow values in

Orlanski's boundary condition (Kiemp and Lilly, 1978), we

use the local smoother (3.43) which changes the value of

the interior point closest to any inflow boundary.

This section has dealt with the formulation of appro-

priate (albeit ill-posed) boundary conditions. In actual

use in experiments described in Chapter V, the figures will

show that smooth solutions indeed remain throughout the

integration periods, except at the north boundary where

some reflection will be noted.

F. Summary of Numerical Procedures

In summary of this chapter, the basic finite-differ-

encing scheme is the centered-in-time, centered-in-space

scheme known as leapfrog. Because of the inherent decoup-

ling of the physical and computational modes at alternate

time steps, an explicit time smoother is periodically

used. Real data is used as a guide for formulation of the

initial conditions, and Ekman balance is assumed initially

in the domain and throughout the model integration for in-

flow boundary points. By choosing the staggered grid which

yields the best approximation to the true solution, we have

eliminated the need for an explicit spatial smoother and

excessively large diffusion coefficient.
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We have also attempted to use an advanced treatment

for the open boundary condition which doesn't waste any

grid points and suppresses false reflection. These numeri-

cal improvements are extremely important for future inves-

tigation of mesoscale phenomena in limited areas, and so

they form the framework of this study.
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IV. The Vortex Street

A. The Kariun Vortex Street

Early experiments of Strouhal (1878) appear to be the

initiation of a century of study of periodic flow phenomena

in fluid flow past bluff bodies. Rayleigh (1879) was first

to connect up the periodicity to the concept of a non-

dimensional number (later named the Reynolds number).

Bnard (1908a) performed detailed observational studies of

the phenomenon now known as the vortex street and later in

the same year (Bnard, 1908b) developed some flow visualiza-

tion techniques which are still used today. However, it

was von Krmn (1911) who set out to provide the theoretical

explanation which had been lacking until then. (More

complete results of his theoretical investigation are pro-

vided by von Krman and Rubach (1912) and Lamb (1932), who

provided the first detailed explanation in the English lan-

guage.)

In steady fluid motion past a rigid body, the flow may

be described by non-dimensional quantities which depend only

on the Reynolds number, defined as

du
Re

0
, (4.1)

where d is the cross-stream diameter of the body, u0 is the

speed of the free stream, and v is the kinematic viscosity

of the fluid (which may be alternatively expresses as
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where i is the molecular viscosity of the fluid and p is

the density of the fluid). One way to interpret the sig-

nificance of the Reynolds number is that it expresses the

ratio of the magnitude of the inertial forces to that of

the viscous forces.

In any flow past a body where viscous forces are im-

portant, a boundary layer is formed adjacent to that body

and vorticity is generated there. For flows at small

Reynolds numbers (say compared to unity), the most impor-

tant physical process involving vorticity is the viscous

diffusion of the vorticity away from the body. The stream-

lines show a symmetrical pattern with respect to the body

under this condition (as in Figure 7). As Re increases,

however, inertial (or advective) forces become increasingly

important in determining the nature of the flow and a pro-

nounced asymmetry develops (Figure 8). Advection of vor-

ticity downstream now has become the more important process

as it carries the vorticity downstream that is diffused

away from the body. More and more vorticity is carried to

the rear side of the body, with anticyclonic (clockwise)

vorticity at the upper edge and cyclonic (counterclockwise)

vorticity at the lower edge. Finally, a backflow is induced

at the rear edge of the body because there is a surplus of

vorticity of each sign. This backflow goes upstream against

the fluid and finally standing eddies are produced (Figure

9) which are partially maintained by the backflow.
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Figure 7. Streamlines of fluid flowing (from the left) past a circular cylinder
for Re 0.25 (after Batchelor, 1967).
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Figure 8. As in Figure 7 but for Re 10.
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Figure 9. As in Figure 7 but for Re = 32.
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The streamlines behind the body at this point have

formed a closed region called the wake, a region of non-

zero vorticity and velocity somewhat smaller than the free

stream velocity. As Re increases to a value of about 30,

the steady flow downstream becomes turbulent and small os-

cillations become evident in the wake. As Re increases

still further, this instability moves upstream toward the

body until, at about Re 60, the standing eddies begin

to become affected. The Krmn vortex Street (Figure 10)

is born as these eddies oscillate together and at the end

of one-half period, they alternately shed fluid elements

of vorticity (vortices) of opposite sign on each side of

the body. The vortex shedding has a frequency which is a

property of the flow (Batchelor, 1967) and may be expressed

as
u

n = x F(Re) (4.2)
d

or, more conveniently, we may use the Strouhal number, de-

fined as
nd

S = - . (4.3)

Above values of Re of about 100, the standing eddies

are no longer discernible, although the vortex street con-

tinues to form in the wake for Reynolds numbers as large as

10. Instability of the pattern begins to appear if the

Reynolds number is increased beyond that. Other parameters

of importance include Lints parameter (Lin, 1954; S/Re),



direction
of flow

Figure 10. As in Figure 7 but for Re 108. The Krmn vortex street is visible
on the downstream side of the cylinder (after Fromm and Harlow, 1963).

Ui
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the spacing ratio (the ratio of the distance between vor-

tices taken perpendicular to the flow, b, to the distance

taken parallel to the flow, a), and the speed ratio (the

ratio of the wake or eddy speed, Ue to the flow speed, u0).

There are important ranges for each of the parameters dis-

cussed above, and they are given in Table II.

Detailed laboratory studies of this phenomenon have

been conducted by many investigators, most notably Roshko

(1954, 1961) and Gerrard (1966).

B. The Atmospheric Vortex Street

The last section has described the evolution of the

flow past a rigid object as the Reynolds number is increased,

with particular emphasis on the vortex street. The vortex

Street 15 a purely two-dimensional phenomenon, while flow

in the atmosphere is three-dimensional. I have already

discussed cases, however, when flow in the PBL may be accu-

rately described by neglecting changes in the vertical.

The flow in the PBL fits into these classes when most of

the atmospheric vortex streets are observed.

With the advent of the meteorological satellite and

manned space flight it became apparent that features des-

cribed in the previous section also occur in boundary-layer

flow past ocean islands, either under an inversion or in a

strongly-stably stratified atmosphere. Bowley et al. (1962)

were the first to report observations of wake formation and



PARAMETER

TABLE II. VORTEX STREET PARAMETER RANGES

NAME

Re Reynolds number

S Strouhal number

Lin's parameter

b/a spacing ratio

Ue/Uo speed ratio

RANGE

5 x 10' < Re < 1 x iO

S 0.2

1 x 1O < < 2.5 x

0.28 < b/a < 0.52

0.75 < ue/uo < 0.85

53
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Hubert and Krueger (1962) subsequently reported observa-

tions of mesoscale eddies far downstream of an island.

Chopra and Hubert (1964, 1965) h.ave compared observations

of this type of mesoscale eddy to the classical Kirmn vor-

tex street described previously, and have advanced some

theoretical work in an attempt to show that in fact these

eddies were an atmospheric analog. Much of their work has

been substantiated since that time, with the exception of

an error in computing the wake speed (Hunt and Wickins,

1967) and a problem in their computation of the tangential

speed of the eddy (Wilkins, 1968). Other observations have

been made by Lyons and Fujita (1968), Tsuchiya (1969),

Zimmerman (1969), Thomson et al, (1977), and Jensen and

Agee (1978). In this case, with more modern satellites to

provide better imagery, the pattern of the vortex street

is quite striking. In addition, this particular case oc-

curred during the 1975 Air Mass Transformation Experiment

(AMTEX), during which time a large amount of mixed-layer

data was collected (Lenschow and Agee, 1974; 1976).

In comparing satellite pictures of this phenomenon to

laboratory photographs (e.g. Batchelor, 1967, plate 2),

some of the aforementioned investigators moted that the

classical Krmn theory explained the atmospheric analog

with one exception: the Reynolds number as previously

defined is on the order of 1010 for the atmosphere, much

larger than the maximum value at which these vortex streets
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are observed in the laboratory. Chopra and Hubert (1965)

noted that the viscosity of importance when considering

these atmospheric vortices is the eddy viscosity, 'e'
on a

scale smaller than b, not the kinematic viscosity. Because

they are very small, molecular effects are dropped (except

from equations describing variances). Chopra and Hubert

were then able to define a new Reynolds number based on the

horizontal eddy viscosity which fits the allowable range

for stable vortex streets. Horizontal eddy viscosities

have also been computed by Zimmerman (1969), and Agee (1975)

and all three works show values on the order of iO (m2s'),

which, when allowing for wind speed and island geometry,

leads to acceptable values of eddy Re ranging from about

70 to 210.

C. Discussion of the Analogy

Most of the theoretical treatment done to date relies

primarily on treating the process of diffusion of vorticity

away from the body by viscosity. It appears that this treat-

ment has produces favorable results in numerical experiments

e.g. by Thom (1933), Kawaguti (1953), Fromm and Harlow

(1963), and Hirota and Miyakoda (1965). These results, in

conjunction with the following discussion of the analogy be-

tween the classical and atmospheric cases, make the numerical

modeling of the atmospheric vortex Street an interesting

proposition.

The similarity between the Krmn vortex street and the
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atmospheric vortex street is quite striking if one compares

photographs of each. Dynamic similarity, in the form of

non-dimensional parameters is also observed. In a recent

study Trischka (1980) compared vortex streets produced in

the laboratory to those observed in several instances in the

atmosphere. He used different types of conic profiles as

representative of the various shapes, and noted stable

stratification usually exists from the half-height level

of the topographic barrier to beyond the peak. In contrast

to the results of Gaster (1969, 1971), who found vortices

shed at several heights of cones and cylinders in the

laboratory, Trischka found vortices shed at only one height

and at one frequency (Gaster had also found several shed-

ding frequencies present). The difference was attributed

partly to the stratification and partly to the slope of the

cones used.

Pao and Kao (1976) performed laboratory experiments in

a stratified fluid which showed that, in the wake of a

spherical object, the vortex loops produced, when viewed

from above, appeared quite similar to the vortex streets

observed in the atmosphere. Barnett (1972) has verified

experimentally that using the eddy viscosity in the atmo-

pere'is equivalent to using the kinematic viscosity in the

laboratory in forming the Reynolds number. He also verified

that that the atmospheric vortex streets are of the stable

type (Roshko, 1954).

The lateral spreading of vortex rows downstream has
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been explained for the laboratory by Hooker (1936) and

Papailou and Lykoudis (1974). Due to entrainment of fluid

from outside the wake and also viscous diffusion, the vor-

tices grow as they propogate downstream and thus the rows

spread out. This feature is also observed in the atmospheric

cases cited previously. Finally, fluid dynamical theory

predicts a pressure drop at an obstacle associated with

boundary-layer separation. Wilkins (1968) postulated the

existence of a pressure fluctuation at island coastal sta-

tions due to the shedding of vortices away from the island.

Zinmiertnan (1969) verified this hypothesis by examining

microbarograph traces in the Canary Islands during an occur-

rence of the atmospheric vortex street.

The similarity between classical and atmospheric vortex

streets is well-established. Because the atmospheric case

is always observed in a mixed-layer and/or below a layer of

stable stratification, the mesoscale mixed-layer model

should have some success simulating the atmospheric vortex

street.
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V. Simulation Experiments

A. Synoptic and Mesoscale Situation over the East China Sea

from 15 February to 17 February 1975

During the last two weeks of February in 1974 and

1975, researchers from Japan, Australia, Canada, and the

United States participated in a study of air-sea interaction

over the East China Sea. In the words of Lenschow and Agee

(1976), this Air Mass Transformation Experiment (ANTEX) was

an attempt

"to clarify the processes by which heat, moisture,
and momentum are transferred from the ocean sur-
face through the boundary layer and into the
overlying free atmosphere in a region of large
temperature contrast between the warm, northward
flowing Kuroshlo (Japan Current) and relatively
cold, southward-flowing continental air."

Concurrent with the aerological and surface observations,

the DMSP satellites were taking cloud photographs at several

times during the day.

At the beginning of ANTEX '75, a period of cold air

outbreak occurred over the East China Sea (Lenschow and

Agee (1976) refer to a cold air outbreak as polar air over

the warmer sea surface capable of producing a convective

boundary layer, the normal conditions represented by surface

sea water a few degrees warmer than the air). On three

consecutive days (15 February through 17 February), an

atmospheric vortex Street was observed in the daytime
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visible satellite imagery. Figure 11 illustrates the rela-

tionship between the position of the vortex street and the

AMTEX observational network. Figures 12-14 are DMSP photo-

graphs of the atmospheric vortex street observed on each

of the consecutive days at approximately 1200 Japan Standard

Time (JST; 1200 JST = 0300 GMT). The eddies are very well

defined on the 15th and the 17th, while the case on the

16th is more sinusoidal in appearance.

After the passage of a cyclone over the East China Sea,

the ANTEX network was subjected to a significant outbreak

of polar air. This air moved in from the Asian interior,

and by the 17th the sea-level pressure pattern (Figure 15)

showed a fairly weak pressure gradient which implied winds

blowing from slightly west of north. For our purposes, the

important consequences were twofold. First, a convective

boundary layer (shallower than the peak of Cheju-do) was

formed because the strong temperature difference near the

sea surface created an upward surface heat flux. Second,

the airflow was perpendicular to Cheju-do's main axis (the

cross-section in Figure 5 shows the orientation of Cheju-do

with respect to north). Hence, Cheju-do effectively acted

as a barrier to the flow in the boundary layer, forcing the

air to flow around the island. As we shall see, the Rey-

nolds number was in the proper range for vortex Street

formation, so it is not surprising to see a vortex Street

develop.
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Figure 12. DMSP satellite imagery over the ANTEX region at
1213 JST on 15 February 1975. Cheju-do is the
light-colored, elliptical object near the top of
the picture. The vortex street is observed in
the clouds south of the island.
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Figure 13. As in Figure 12 but for 1155 JST on 16 February
1975.
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Figure 14. As in Figure 13 but for 1136 JST on 17 February
1975
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Figure 16 is an example of a potential temperature and

mixing ratio vertical profile (sounding) during AMTEX 175

The surface layer, well-mixed PBL, inversion, and overlying

stable layer are all clearly visible, which fits the ideal-

ized sketch in Figure 1 quite well. Other examples of

soundings of potential temperature, including cross-sections

across the ANTEX network, may be found in a paper by Agee

and Lomax (1978).

The flow was perpendicular to the island's main axis

so that maximum cross-stream diameter was realized.

Tsuchiya (1969) observed a vortex Street to the lee of

Cheju-do under similar atmospheric conditions. So at

Cheju-do, there is a rather strong suggestion that a cold

air outbreak over the East China Sea of significant air-sea

temperature contrast may produce a well-mixed PBL. If the

winds are out of the north and the inversion is about the

half-height of the peak, optimum conditions for vortex

street formation have been achieved. The same type of condi-

tions are frequently noted during vortex street observations

in other geographical areas (including the Canary Islands,

Aleutian Islands, Guadalupe Island, and Madeira Island).

Activity of mesoscale size during ANTEX included mostly

mesoscale cellular convection, in the form of open and

closed cells. The atmospheric vortex street can also be

classified as a mesoscale feature. The importance of the

synoptic-scale extratropical cyclone passing over the region
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before the cold air outbreak is an example of how synoptic

and mesoscale features can interact. By setting up a

circulation perpendicular to Cheju-do's main axis, the

cyclonic system set up favorable conditions for formation

of an atmospheric vortex street.

B. Forecast pecifications

This section details the initial conditions used for

the experiments under question. Three kinds of experiments

were carried out once model development and testing was

completed. The influences of magnitude of lateral diffusion,

mixed-layer depth, and grid size were all investigated as

to their importance. In looking at the influence of mixed-

layer depth, it was hoped to gain some insight as to the

importance of the mountain itself in creating the barrier

to the flow. The magnitude of the diffusion coefficient

was adjusted by changing the constant, C in (2.20). Since

the diffusion term acts as a smoother, the larger the coef-

ficient, the stronger the smoothing. Finally, the problem

of resolution was investigated by decreasing the grid spa-

cing.

The computational domain is a grid comprised of from

945 grid points (for s = 7 km) to 1740 grid points (for

= 5 ktn) centered at 32.5°N latitude. The area's only

land mass is Cheju-do; the rest of the area is the East

China Sea. The x-axis is oriented along the island's main



axis (from 258° to 78°), and the y-axis is perpendicular

to this. The origin is at the mountain peak. Most of the

experiments that will be discussed here were carried out

using As = 7 km. There were 21 grid points in the x-direc-

tion and 45 in the y-direction. To study the effects of

resolution (As = 5 km), there were 29 grid points in the

x-direction and 60 in the y-direction.

For the experiments, the available aerological data

was analyzed for the value of inversion height and mean

geostrophic wind in the mixed layer. Eq. (3.42) was then

solved for the appropriate initial values of u and v and

the initial (and constant) values of ug and Vg the compo-

nents of the geostrophic wind, were computed. The value

for inversion height was rather arbitrary, so long as it

remained well below the peak height. Hence for all experi-

ments, it was left at 890 m, the observed value at Mosulpo

AB at0000GMT on 15 February 1975. Once again, if the

subjectively-smoothed topography was higher than 890 m, the

mountain was allowed to protrude above the mixed layer and

a depth of only 10 m was assumed. The normal velocity

components for any grid box with topography above the in-

version were set to zero.

The following parameters were fixed for all experi-

ments:

f = 7.836 x iO sec' (at 325°N)

g = 9.806 m sec2



cD(land) = 7.0 x iO

cD(sea) = 1.5 x i0

o 285 K

eh=295K} )

(5.1)

The values for drag coefficient chosen here correspond to

those used by Lavoie (1972) and the values of 0 and 0h

correspond to data given by Agee and Lomax (1978) in a

cross-section. The time step will be set according to the

CFL criterion, initial wind speeds will change based on the

initial values of the geostrophic wind and inversion height,

and C, s, and h are subject to change based on the type of

experiment being done. Table III summarizes the experi-

ments and initial parameters not already specified in (5.1).

Once the initial values of u and v are obtained, they

are smoothed (as pointed out in Chapter IV) using the nine-

point smoother of Haltiner (1971) so that

.smoo p. -

i,j i,j
+ ½S(1-S)V2. . +

1,]

+ .i+1,j-1 + i-1,j+l i+1,j+1

, (5.2)

where is the finite difference analog to the horizontal

Laplacian operator, and I chose 0.5 in the MMM. This

particular smoother has the property that wavelengths of

two grid intervals are completely suppressed but as the

wavelength increases, the amount of damping decreases. The



TABLE III. INITIAL PARAMETERS FOR MMM EXPERIMENTS

Experiment ts t U
g_1

V
g_1

u
-1

v C h
(investigating) km sec m sec m sec m sec -1m sec m

SC1 7 100 -3.4 -14.1 0.20 890

SC2 7 100 -3.4 -14.1 0.10 890

SC3 7 100 -3.4 -14.1 0.15 890

HT1 7 75 -2.4 -15.7 0.15 2000

HT2 7 60 -2.4 -15.7 0.15 3000

DS1 5 75 -2.0 - 0.15 890

*Note: The two values corresponding to u and v are for a land surface at sea level
(top) and a sea surface (bottom)

C
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next section will explain in more detail each experiment

and its results.

C. Forecast Discussions

This section is divided into three subsections which

will examine separately the effects of sensitivity to the

constant C, inversion height (with respect to the mountain

peak), and resolution on numerical development of the vor-

tex street.

1. Experiments on the Sensitivity to C

Before including the diffusion terms in the model

equations, the FINN was integrated for seven hours to see

how smooth the solution was. Although there appeared to be

a well-defined vortex Street Ifl evidence downstream of the

obstacle, there were many regions in the domain which had

serious problems with regard to two-grid-interval noise.

In these areas, no well organized motion could be recog-

nized; very small scale variations were predominating over

the more important mesoscale features. By including the

diffusion term (which should be included, anyway, since it

is part of the physical derivation), we are also including

a term which does some spatialsmoothing. By adjusting the

constant C in (2.20), the modeler can tune the amount of

smoothing desired.

As a maximum value, C = 0.2 should be chosen for
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two-dimensional turbulence (Deardorff, 1971), so the first

run of NNN (Experiment SC1) was made for C 0.2. The

initial wind field in the mixed layer is shown in Figure 17.

The stippled region represents the position of the island.

The region where no arrows are present is the area where

the peak protrudes above the inversion. Each half-barb

represents 2.5 m sec' and the scale in the y-direction is

in kilometers. One can see that over the ocean the winds

blow perpendicular to the island, but over land they are

deflected more towards low pressure, which is located to

the northeast.

The model was integrated through time and after 4.861

hours, the flow field appeared as shown in Figure 18. A

pronounced sinusoidal pattern is in evidence in the wake

region but only one cyclonic cell is clearly visible in the

wake. Obviously, the influence of the barrier has been

felt and advected well downstream, but a vortex street is

not definitely apparent. However, after looking at almost

hourly vector plots of the wind fields from Exp. SC1 (not

shown), it can be ascertained that a vortex street is evi-

dent; vortices are being shed alternately from opposite

sides of the obstacle. This will be illustrated in a la-

ter experiment.

The lack of fully-rotational cells suggested using a

smaller constant (C) in the diffusion term; perhaps the

smoothing was too strong. This is acceptable because 0.2
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is the acknowledged upper limit for C. By reducing the con-

stant, the amount of smoothing should be reduced. Experi-

ment SC2 was run with C 0.1, and all other parameters

were identical to those used in Exp. SC1.

Figure 19 shows the wind field after 4.861 hours for

Exp. SC2. In comparison to Figure 18, this vector plot is

not nearly as smooth, especial-ly northeast of Cheju-do. I

believe this is attributable to boundary problems. Miyakoda

and Rosati (1977), while giving Orlanski's method the most

favorable review, still found some reflection to be present.

Reflection could account for the localized noise which is

visible northeast of the island. However, other boundary

solutions appear to be quite smooth. More importantly,

however, in Figure 19 there are a total of three cells

clearly visible, which would indicate that if we are willing

to accept a larger amount of noise away from the region of

interest, we can expect a better solution.

In one final sensitivity-to-C experiment (SC3), a value

of 0.15 is chosen for C, exactly midway between the values

used in Exp. Sd and Exp. SC2. Figure 20 is a view of the

mixed-layer flow field after 4.861 hours. In comparison to

Figs. 18 and 19, one can see what effect the magnitude of C

has on the solution. The larger the parameter, the greater

the damping and the poorer the solution (with respect to

the vortex street) which results. The smaller the para-

meter, the smaller the damping and the best solution is
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produced. The noise in Exp. SC2 is too severe to warrant

further study for C 0.1, so Exp. SC3 will be taken as the

best example so far. I have no explanation why the anti-

cyclonic cell at about y = -60 km has been smeared out in

Exp. SC3, while both the cyclonic cells (at y = -17 km and

y = -130 km) have retained their definition.

For purposes of future comparisons, the flow field at

5.833 hours of Exp. SC3 is presented in Figure 21. Note

that the same two cells are in evidence and the cell former-

ly at y = -17 km is now at y = -69 km. This translates into

an eddy speed of propagation of 9.2 m sec', which with a

basic mean flow of 11.0 m sec for these experiments gives

a speed ratio of 0.83, within the range established in

Table II.

Henceforth, all experiments will be using C = 0.15 for

the diffusion formulation. Given enough computer time, one

could fine tune the parameter more but that is beyond reason

here. The next section will explain the importance of a

large amount of the mountain barrier protruding above the

mixed-layer top.

2. Deep Mixed-Layer Experiments

It has always been observed that the existence of an

inversion somewhere below a mountain peak is a necessary

condition for the formation of an atmospheric vortex Street.

To test the NNM's capabilities in this regard, runs were
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made for initial values for h of 2000 m (Experiment HT1)

and 3000 m (Experiment HT2).

Although the mixed layer was initially deep enough in

Exp. HT]. to cover the entire mountain, the inversion level

rapidlycamedown to below the peak at one grid point. This

effectively forced the flow around the mountain, but for a

smaller cross-stream diameter than in the variable-C experi-

ments. Although not shown here, a wake was discernible to

the lee of Cheju-do, but no vortex Street was formed, sup-

porting the previous observations.

An interesting feature of this model is that the rela-

tionship between the topography and the top of the mixed

layer is not fixed. As the integration proceeds, a grid

box may become covered with mixed-layer fluid, its height

and normal velocity components then being set to average

values of the surrounding points. The mixed layer may also

become shallow enough to expose a grid box to the overlying

stable layer, in which case the velocity components are set

to zero.

Experiment HT2 was made with an artificially deep mixed

layer of 3 km. Although mixed layers are rarely observed

to be this deep, this experiment is also of interest in

determining the importance of a mountain imbedded in a deep

mixed layer. Figure 22 shows the initial conditions for

Experiment HT2. Since there is mixed-layer fluid above all

grid points, velocity vectors are defined (and plotted) at
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all grid points in the domain.

After only a short integration it became apparent that

Cheju-do had very little effect on the mean velocity in the

mixed layer. The flow field after 1.975 hours (Figure 23)

is relatively featureless; a picture quite different from

those shown in the sensitivity-to--C experiments (although

not pictured here, for the C experiments the flow after

about 1.95 hours has one fully-developed cyclonic cell

downstream and one anticyclonic cell adjacent to the bar-

rier - a comparison will be more feasible when the resolu-

tion experiment is discussed).

Comparing results of the C-sensitivity experiments,

one can see the importance of a somewhat substantial bar-

rier in the mixed layer to the flow field. If incomplete

(i.e. a shallow layer of fluid is allowed to pass over the

top), perhaps not enough of the fluid is forced around the

obstacle to create the necessary boundary-layer separation.

Similarly a very small barrier (at the inversion level)

would not necessarily have as strong an impact as the lar-

ger barrier; not as much vorticity would be created and a

thinner obstacle boundary layer would be formed.

The following section will deal with a run of the NNN

in which a decrease in grid spacing was used to investigate

the (anticipated positive) effect of better resolution on

the final solution. Comparisons between all the experi-

mental results are finally discussed in the last section and
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also comparisons between the results of the experiments

with the observed atmospheric case will be presented.

3. Improved Resolution Experiment

The diffusion coefficient K depends on the square of

the grid increment, but also is proportional to the magni-

tude of the deformation, DT. .If it can be argued that the

deformation depends inversely on the grid increment (see its

mathematical formulation in (2.21)) but not as strongly as

its square, then reduction of the grid spacing would reduce

the magnitude of the diffusion coefficient. Thus the magni-

tude of the lateral diffusion will be smaller, leading to

less smoothing.

Another obvious advantage would be better resolution

of small scale features. For example, although a phenom-

enon with a length scale of 35 km can be resolved by 5

grid boxes when s = 7 kin, bu using ts = 5 kin, the amount

of resolution is increased by 40 per cent. Even though

substantial increases in computer costs would be expected

for a 40 per cent increase in resolution, perhaps the solu-

tion would be correspondingly improved. After weighing the

anticipated advantages against the obvious economic disad-

vantages, it was decided to make a run of the MMN (Experi-

ment DS1) covering roughly the same domain using s = 5 km.

The finer domain is shown with the initial wind field

in Figure 24. The scale along the y-axis is different than
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Figure 24. As in Fig. 22 but for Exp. DS1; s = 5 km.



in previous figures because the grid increment has changed.

The time step for this experiment had to be reduced to 75

seconds to meet the CFL stability criterion.

The evolution of the flow field with time is shown in

Figures 25-29. Fig. 25 shows the flow at 0.979 hours. The

first cyclonic cell (#1C) has already been shed and the

anticyclonic cell (#1A) is beginning to take shape. After

1.948 hours (Fig. 26), the second cell (#1A) is still not

fully developed. Comparing this to Figure 23 (1.6 minutes

later in time than for Exp. HT2) makes it obvious that the

flow in the deep mixed layer has no similarity. After al-

most another hour (Fig. 27), cell #1A has finally been shed

from the eastern side of Cheju-do.

Figure 28 shows the flow field after 5.833 hours for

Experiment DS1. Note that there are three cells present

(cyclonic at y = -93 km, anticyclonic at y -50 km, cy-

clonic at y = -23 km). By examining the vector plots at

approximately four and five hours of elapsed time (not

shown), it can be inferred that the cell at y = -93 km is

the second cyclonic cell to be shed (#2C). Thus the model

has lost the fully rotational nature of cells #1C and #1A

but cells #2A and #3C are clearly visible. That we can

no longer define the first two cells may not be unrealis-.

tic - we would expect the cells to weaken far downstream of

the obstacle. This particular feature does not match the

actual case in appearance, however, when several cells
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were observed beyond 100 km south of Cheju-do (see Figure

14). I will attempt to explain this in the final section

of this chapter.

The flow field after 5.833 hours for Exp. SC3 was

shown in Figure 21. Although the initial conditions for

wind were different for the two experiments (Exps. Sd -

SC3 used winds for 15 February, whereas Exp. DS1 was mi-

tialized using wind data from the 17th, when the winds

were lighter and the vortex street was most striking), I

believe some comparison is valid. The increased resolu-

tion has decreased the amount of "zig-zag" in the velocity

vectors. Also, three cells are present in Figure 28, while

Figure 21 has lost cell #2A. Finally, the sinusoidal pat-

tern characteristic of a vortex street is obvious in Fig.

28, but it is not well defined in Fig. 21. Comparison of

Fig. 28 to the flow field given by Frotnm and Harlow (1963,

p. 978, figure 3) shows a striking resemblance.

The boundary condition appears to be handling the

situation extremely well at the west, south, and east boun-

daries. Once again, however, the flow in the northern part

of the domain appears to have been affected by some compu-

tational reflection.

The flow field looks reasonable after 8.76 hours (Fig-

ure 29) as well. The sinusoidal pattern has taken over as

the predominant feature because cells #3A and #4C (visible

at t 7 hours, not shown) have already been absorbed into
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this regime. However, cell #3C is still discernible at

y = -150 km and cell #4A is visible at y = -23 km. There

has been no real change in the solution at the boundaries -

still good except in the northern part of the domain. Ex-

periment DS1 has apparently yielded the best solution to

the vortex Street problem. By using the non-dimensional

parameters introduced in Chapter IV, an estimate of the

correspondence between the actual case observed on the 17th

and the MMM-produced case can be obtained. This is done in

the next section.

4. Comparison of Simulated to Observed Vortex Street

A numerical simulation of the vortex street of 17

February 1975 has been obtained in Experiment DS1. Whether

or not this result compares favorably with the observed

case can be decided by analyzing the values of the non-

dimensional parameters presented in Chapter IV. The para-

meters for the observed case should be roughly matched by

the parameters for the simulated case.

The vortex street observed near Cheju-do on 17 February

1975 was extensively studied by Jensen and Agee (1978).

They provided a highly empirical analysis of the observed

case which included measurement of the spacing ratio and

inferences regarding the Reynolds number, Strouhal number,

and effective eddy viscosity. Rather than use their values,

however, I will compute more accurate values which corres-
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pond to the observed case. These values will be compared

to values of the same parameters computed for the simula-

ted vortex Street.

By direct measurement from satellite photographs, the

width between vortices on the same row is found to be 77

km. The spacing between rows for the vortex pair nearest

Cheju-do is 33 km. The reason for making the measurement

closest to the obstacle is to avoid the complications of

the commonly-observed increasing distance between the rows.

Whereas Jensen and Agee (1978) gave only an estimate of

b 50 km and b/a 0.5, direct measurement gives b/a =

0.43.

The speed ratio was not discussed by Jensen and Agee;

they used a value of 8 m sec' for the mixed-layer wind

speed and only stated that the eddy speed would be less.

The flow speed used in Exp. DS1 was 9.7 tn sec'. By

measuring the travel time and distance for cell #1C, the

resulting eddy speed is 7.4 m sec', which gives a speed

ratio of 0.76.

The Reynolds number is perhaps the most uncertain to

compute because we assume that the horizontal eddy diffu-

sivity is representative of the mixed-layer eddy viscosity,

which Chopra and Hubert (1965) and Jensen and Agee (1978)

suggest should be used in defining the Reynolds number.

From observations of the mixed-layer height during the

occurrence of the vortex street (h = 944 m) and the surface
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heat flux (Q0 = 0.1 K in sec', Wyngaard et al., 1978),

Jensen and Agee state that the mixed-layer eddy viscosity

is 0(w*h), where w is the convective velocity scale

(Deardorff, 1973a) defined by

g 1/3
= (Q0h) (5.3)

However, this formulation is only valid for the vertical

eddy viscosity, and is really more on the order of 0.O5wh

(Deardorff, 1973b). Because there is no adequate formula-

tion for the horizontal eddy viscosity (which is of impor-

tance here), we can not obtain an estimate of the Reynolds

number in this fashion.

Roshko (1954) gives a graphical relationahip between

the Reynolds number and the Strouhal number which may not

necessarily be valid for atmospheric vortex streets. How-

ever, this data is apparently the best available. The

shedding period of the vortex Street can be measured and

thus we can obtain a shedding frequency. The observed case

had a period of 2.9 hours, which gives a value for the

Strouhal number of 0.18. The simulated case has a period

of 2.7 hours, which gives a value of S = 0.19. Roshko's

empirical relationship gives Re 160 for the observed case

and Re 200 for simulated case.

An alternative method for computing the effective

Reynolds number may be used by finding a value of model-

generated lateral diffusivity and using it in the definition



(4.1) instead of the kinematic viscosity. The average value

of eddy diffusivi.ty for Experiment DS1 is 800 in2 sec'.

Using the wind speed of 9.79 m sec and cross-stream diam-

eter of 18 kin, the Reynolds number computed is 220. In an-

other comparison, the satellite photograph for 17 February

(Figure 14) exhibits which look much like those given in

Schlichting (1979; Fig. 1.6) f.or Re = 161 and Re = 225.

Lin's parameter is found by forming the ratio of the

Strouhal number to the Reynolds number. This gives =

1.1 x 10 for the observed case and = 8.6 x 10 for the

simulated case. The spacing ratio for the simulated case

is b/a = 23/70 0.33 (where b and a are given in kin).

Table IV summarizes the values for the five important

non-dimensional parameters for both the observed and simula-

ted cases. There is good agreement among the numbers. The

model-generated Reynolds number is higher than the approxi-

mate value for the observed case (and so Lin's parameter is

lower), which may be the result of uncertainty about what

to use for the eddy diffusivity. The spacing ratio is a

little higher for the model as a result of a larger b.

The only serious problem the simulation appears to

have in the comparison lies in the actual spacing between

rows and lack of lateral spreading of rows downstream. Be-

cause of the generally favorable comparison among the non-

dimensional parameters, the vortex Street simulated in Exp.

DS1 can be said to closely match the observed, overall.
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TABLE IV. COMPARISON OF NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAI'IETERS

Observed Simulated
Parameter case case

speed 0.8* 0.76ratio

spacing
0.43 0.33ratio

S trouhal
0.18 0.19number

Reynolds
-160 220number

Liii's
1.1 x iO 8.6 x 10parameter

Note: *The value used here is an average value
for atmospheric vortex streets



D. Summary of Experiments

Thevariable-Cexperiments served to give an estimate

of the size of the coefficient necessary to control the

noise. However, control was not too good unless we used

a larger value which smeared out some of the obvious rota-

tion present in some of the ce.11s. An intermediate value

was therefore used.

In the experiments involving the deep mixed layers, it

was found that for a very small cross-stream diameter at

the inversion level, no vortex street is produced. For a

mixed layer which was deep enough to allow no part of the

mountain to protrude, there was virtually no effect on the

flow at all in these experiments. This observation may

not hold in general, only when the Froude number is suf-

ficiently small (Houghton and Isaacson, 1968).

Finally, for the finer grid, the solution was improved

over the solution for the coarser grid. The comparison of

the non-dimensional parameters gives credence to the claim

of the simulation matching the observation.

In comparison, the satellite picture does not closely

resemble the simulation's vector plot because the simulation

exhibits fewer fully-rotational cells. Also, the model

cells appear to be damped out more quickly with downstream

distance. However, the cells far downstream in the picture

might be remnants - the clouds may persist after the motions



have died away. Because there is no actual wind data to

verify the motions associated with the vortices, it isn't

definitely known which cells are active and which (if any)

are remnants.

Since the computational domain is not a closed one,

one would not expect any of the quantities defined in (3.26),

(3.27), or (3.28) to be strictly conserved. However, a

qualitative estimate of the stability of the numerical

scheme can be obtained by comparing the final values to the

initial values and by examining the time series of those

quantities. After 494 iterations, (equivalent to 10.01 h),

the model was still numerically stable. Only slight de-

creases in total mass (0.2%) and total energy (0.3%) were

observed. Due to the production of vorticity in the mixed

layer, however, absolute potential enstrophy increased 68.6%

over its initial value. The changes observed were also

gradual, indicating the success of the time smoother in con-

trolling the growth of the computational mode.

The vortices have been accurately resolved in the

downstream direction, where we have a ratio of wavelength

to grid size of 14:1. However, the cross-stream resolution

exhibits a ratio of only 5:1. This may explain the poorer

correspondence between observed and simulated cases in the

cross-stream sense. Overall, however, this simulation has

produced results which I believe compare favorably to the

observations.
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VI. Summary and Conclusions

A two-dimensional model of the atmospheric planetary

boundary layer has been presented as a suitable alterna-

tive (to a three-dimensional model) for studying horizon-

tal motions under conditions of strong vertical mixing.

The surface layer, inversion Layer, and overlying stable

layer may all be parameterized in such a mixed-layer model.

Of primary importance here were improvement of finite-

difference techniques, boundary conditions, and a numerical

study of the atmospheric analog of the Krman vortex street.

Use of the mesoscale mixed-layer model in a time-dep-

endent mode requires some caution with regard to finite-

difference techniques. The phenomenon known as computa-

tional dispersion must be considered, as it effects stabil-

ity of the numerical solution. By choosing the proper allo-

cation of variables on a staggered finite-difference grid,

however, this undesirable effect is eliminated. The result-

ing advantage on the model is the use of a more realistic

eddy diffusivity coefficient, the primary purpose of which

is to represent subgrid-scale diffusion, not an artificial

smoother.

One of the major numerical problems with limited-area

models are lateral boundary conditions. To have an effec-

tively "open" domain, boundary conditions which prevent

false reflection of waves must be chosen. For a two-dimen-
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sional model based on the primitive equations, there exists

no well-posed set of boundary conditions. I have attempted

to use the best available type of boundary condition which

provides minimal reflection and adequate solution.

The atmospheric vortex street has been observed in

satellite photographs and from spacecraft for nearly two

decades. Many observational and theoretical studies have

been carried out by atmospheric scientists and mechanical

engineers, but modeling of this phenomenon has received

very little attention. Since observations of vortex street

formation appear to be associated with mixed layers, a

suitable version of the mesoscale mixed-layer model (N14N)

was chosen to simulate the vortex street.

After investigating the effect of mixed-layer depth

(with regard to the mountain barrier), magnitude of the

constant factor in the diffusion formulation, and grid

size with some sensitivity experiments, a run of the MMM

was made which simulated most of the important features

of the atmospheric vortex street which was observed during

ANTEX '75. By reducing grid spacing even more than was

done here, one might expect an even more realistic simula-

tion of the atmospheric vortex Street. A copy of the

FORTRAN code of this model appears in Appendix B.

There still remains a lot of work to be done on the

mesoscale mixed-layer model. The inclusion of a momentum

jump (Deardorff, 1973c) is very important in describing
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the flow in the mixed layer. A finite-difference scheme is

also available which conserves potential enstrophy and

total energy (Arakawa and Lamb, 1981). Such a scheme might

be applicable in a more complex NY1N.

A heat budget should be utilized for most applications,

and a good addition would be inclusion of a time-dependent

surface heat flux such as the one proposed by Deardorff

(1978). A moisture continuity equation and the associated

cumulus parameterization problem could be also included in

a predictive application of the I1MM. The MMH also has po-

tential for use in conjunction with general circulation

models and nested in synoptic-scale tropospheric models.

Keeping in mind the limitations that the mesoscale

mixed-layer model has (most importantly the assumption of

vertical homogeneity), the model still has potential for

use in many applications as long as computer time is a

limiting factor on what the mesoscale modeler can do.
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Appendix A. List of Symbols

a distance between two vortices in the down-
stream direction

b distance between two vortices in the cross-
stream direction

c phase speed of a wave

CD drag coefficient for momentum

c specific heat for dry air at constant pres-
p sure

phase speed of a wave for a variable

c phase speed of a wave generated by a finite-
difference approximation

C constant in the definition of horizontal
diffusivity

d cross-stream diameter of an obstacle

DT total deformation

E total energy

f coriolis parameter

F function

horizontal diffusion of momentum

g acceleration of gravity

g' reduced gravity

h height above sea level of the capping inver-

S iOn

height above a level an arbitrary small
amount above h

H height. of the top of the model atmosphere
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i index denoting position in the x-direction;
index of summation

I the maximum value of i

j
index denoting position in the y-direction;
index of summation

J the maximum value of j

J a small scale horizontal flux of h

k horizontal wave number

k unit vector in the vertical, positive upwards

coefficient of horizontal eddy diffusivity
for h

coefficient of horizontal eddy diffusivity
for u

Ky coefficient of horizontal eddy diffusivity
for v

Ky coefficient of horizontal eddy diffusivity
for momemtum

coefficient of horizontal eddy diffusivity
for

L wavelength

M total mass

n frequency of shedding; index denoting time

p atmospheric pressure

p00 reference pressure

q specific humidity

Q absolute potential enstrophy

Q0 surface heat flux

R gas constant for dry air

Re Reynolds number
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Real { } real part of a complex number

S Strouhal number

S coefficient in nine-point smoother

smoo superscript denoting a smoothed variable
(in space)

t time

elapsed model time after time-smoothing is

applied

T air temperature

u zonal (west-east) component of the velocity

Ue eddy (or wake) speed

Ug zonal component of the geostrophic wind

u0 speed of the free stream away from the wake
region

U speed of the mean flow (the advective wind
speed)

v meridional component (south-north) of the
velocity

Vg meridional component of the geostrophic wind

V wind velocity

geostrophic wind velocity

w vertical velocity (positive upwards)

w convective velocity scale

x,y mutually perpendicular horizontal coordinates
in the continuous spatial domain

x.,y.
1

mutually perpendicular horizontal coordinates
in the discretized spatial domain

z vertical coordinate (positive upwards)

height of surface topography
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height above sea level of the surface layer

cross-isobaric flow angle

cross-isobaric flow angle for rotated coor-
dinate system

8 Lin's parameter

horizontal grid increment

grid increment in the x-direction

grid increment in the y-direction

temperature difference across the inversion

grid increment for a horizontally square
grid

relative vorticity

8 potential temperature

K the ratio R/c

A radius of deformation

dynamic viscosity

v kinematic viscosity

effective eddy viscosity

arbitrary variable

IT 3.1415297...

fl the Exner function

p air density

-r mean momentum flux toward the surface

latitude

rate of rotation of the earth about its axis

V horizontal gradient operator

V2 horizontal Laplacian operator
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finite-difference analog of the horizontal
Laplacian operator

(
)X averaging operator in the x-direction

(
)Y averaging operator in the y-direction

(
)Z vertically-integrated value

differencing operator in the x-direction

( ) differencing operator in the y-direction

* superscript on a prognostic variable meaning
an instantaneous value (before Reynolds
averaging)
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Appendix B. FORTRAN Code of the Model

The following pages contain a copy of the compiler

listing of the version of the mesoscale mixed-layer model

referred to in the text as Experiment DS1.
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FROGAM MM'4 73/t?2 O'1:1

PO5?A ' 1M1 CIMPUT ,OUTPUI, TaP!INPUT , PE5:3U1'JT ,rAPE1 ,TA'E2,rA'153)
C
C

S C 0.3.). MEESCALE MtXE-LAYER U0EL
C
C
C VES1D'4 T4IRTY-FOU'$ MONLINEA OY4A'45 WZT4 cCHEJJtS,C SJRFAC! FRICTION CIFJSI3, 4P40IC C AC1ATt0N 0UNOAPV 4)LTI3lS --C
C 115HE ES0I.U'I0
C

15 E AL_ .EAPFROG (DEPT = 1):
C
C
C

CMON / PE0 / us(2q,6o),(zq,so),UA(2,ao),d(29,00),(29,6),20 1
2 COC29,OjUIM1U8N,IN,I1'IFG,O,U,Ut2,3'tOM /P*.AM / ,O2FtO.c,ULl...JI!,JIl_, 1S1FUG,FVG,I H HMTMP,'HOZCO CS K <,S,M<,OOi,OT0,2 0,D.1,C?q4E, M4Q,T,PlSD,TU,2! 3 t1,tIM,1IMM,JJ,JJM,JJMM,u,'4PMT,1At,T,MPLT

C33SE THREE I-J 4*LUES FOR WHECH J, ANC -4 WELL 35C PtMtQ E1ERY IM 515P FOR SE.EES C.'1OM
C

30 I1ENSE34 R(33),IV.iR(1i),SINE(6),LAt29),.*2(2)EOUIVALZ (F,iA4t)) ,(1I.IfAF41))DAA IPi,I2,tPR3,JPRt,jP2,JPP3 / iS,i5,15,5,.4.,b.3 /C'A LA3 / tWIM) SPEEO,:OZECI)Nt /
3! INLTIA.IZATI)N STE'

CALL INE'LZ (0)
IIi'4JJM'4

z
ALFG :

s5 LA()
C

SET UP SIMS A3L5 2 CEGEE NEFVLS
C

2
!I4E(iJ 2

13 12,23
=

50 1 SINStI) PII-PW1'3/6.
Q 15 I2. .6'HI : (.-2.'FLOAT(I)JA315 EIME(II = t._C.5*PHI*OHC+aI4I$:I2.NIE (S t3)5! CALL PM

- T 135

3'I' rIME EEP°1N3 fEE
C

SC 21 C'INUE
=

I! IT A MATSUMO OP LEAPFPCG STEP65 C IF tI'.53.1 GO TO 35
IF tMQO(:,MAT).Ea.a) G "3 35

C
C

70 r LAOPOG
C
C
C C3!IP HPUTES T5NOEMCIE!
C'5 CA..L CC4P

CD 25 1:1,1133 2! J:j,JJ
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C
C
C

90

95
C
C
C

100

105

C
1.10

C
C

C
115

C

1.20

1.25

C
C

130

C
C

135

ll.0

C

11.5 r
C
C
C

150 C

UACI,J) = U3(I,J).UAII,J)OT2
A(t,J3 fl(I,J)+/AI,J)'CY2LIACI,i) 2 H3(I,J)+t4(t,J)OT225 COINU!

O SEE IF IFFUSICN CAJ1.ZD ENC3A11't
00 26 1:2,1CM

30 26 J:2,JJM
IF (HCI,J).G1.l3..O.,4A(t,J).LE.10.) 3D TO 2SU4(t,J).0.5'(U,(+1.,JI eOA(-1,JJ)VACt,J)=0.5'(VAL,J.t)4VL(1,J-t))WF!TI (,225) I J,It
IF (H(E,J).GT.10.) GO TD 25U(I, J)3 .5UA t,JIvct,JI=o.sva CL,.))tl(I1.J) :3 . (13.4HA (C, ii)

26 OTINU:
J : = 3 AND H = 1.3. IF MARINE L%YER ANtHS

03 35 1:1,11
0 35 J=t,JJ
IF CHA(t,J).GT.13.) G3TD 3QMACI,.)) : MCI..)) = 1.0.

= VAt!,.)) VA(I,J4t 3.UCI ,i) 2 U(141 I) VU..)) = V(I,J+1) 3.(S,220) f,i,ir
30 CONTIUS
35 COMTINUE

CALL UV45 (UA,VA,HA,0)

S!4331H (T54POpiALL1) ALL. PROGNOSTIC FI..DS SACH HALFMOUF(IF IATSUNO STEP IS (OT USED) A LA <EYS AND AMTNEE'3 SUPPFESS DECOUPLING OF S3LJIXOM AT A]JACEMTIlE STEDS (H4LrCNEF, 1971).
IF (MOC(IT,jA).NE.0.QR.tT.EQ.305) GD TO 1.5
03 1.3 1:1,1133 1.0 J1,JJ04(1,.)) = 3.5'U*(I,J)+U(I,J))VAt!,)) ' 3.5*(VACI,J)+V(I,J))

HAtE,)) 2
=

Vt!,.)) O.5(V(I,J)'V3(I,J))1.0 Ii(j,j) =
1U-3t12.

DUIP FINAL ESULTS 0N13 I4GNETIC TAPE DR 5518L1

1.5 IF_(lOo(:',M).Ea.0) WPIE (3) U9,U,UA,,V,,k*3,rf,IA,Z,CD,JIN,1UN,VI4 ,J3tN,A,IA
sHIFT AIALES O PREPARE FOR NEYT TIME SiP

CD 51 I1,IE
DO Q J21,JJU(t.)) = UCI..))Ut!.)) 04(1,.))'13(t,J) = 4(1,.))It!,.)) VAt!,.))H9(t,J) = It!,.))SO Ht!,J) 4AL1.J)

GO 0 100
55 CON'NUE

MATSJNO'a' *4* *4* 4
00 50 11,XI03 60 J:j,JJ

00(1,.)) = U(I,JI43(1,)) = 4(1,.))

117
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155 C )49(I,J) rUI,J)
6! 0TI4UE

PRECIOTOP STEP

160 CALL COIP
D 0 Isl,Lt

DO 70 321, JJU(t,J) U(I,J),UA(I,J)*D1
V(I,J) = V2(I,J)*A(I,J1'0T

165 HU,Jt H5CI,J,H4(I,JOr
70 CONTINUE03 SC 11,II03 50 J1.JJIF (H(I,J).T.13.) 30 TO 5

ITt 4(!,J) : 49(I,J) 13.
LS( J) U(I+1,J V(I.J) = (I,J.t) 3.7! CCNhNJE

SO CONTINUE
CALL UV0S (U,V,H,0)17! C

c ca!;roq sr
C

CALL CO4P
00 8! 1=1.11

180 30 S J1,JJ
U(I,J) = U9(I,J).'JA(I,J)CTV(I,J3 =
H(ILJ) 2 H3(I,J14144(I,J)'OT

8! CO'4TINU18! 00 95 !=i,It
DO 45 .i1,JJIF (p4(t,J).3.10.) 3 TOH(I,J) 2 H3(I,J) 2 tO.

U(I .1) : U(I+1,J) = (I.J) J(I,J41) 0.
9C CCMZMJE
95 CorIMuE

CA.L UVOS (U,4,H,3)
100 CONTINUEIF (o0(tT,NFRNT).E.Q..,R.:1.Ea.N, ALL PRMJ

1.95 105 IF (Mo3(IT,PLT).N.0.ANo.rr.NE.N) 30 io 125
C
C CDMPUTE U V AVF40ES AT H PDINS AND
C SAVE rHESE U V VALUES FOR PLOTTING 3M TE<TEMI'AL.

200 <UA', VA,, AND CHA ARE USED AS DUMMY RRAYS FROM
C NOW UMTI_ 'IEX' TIME STEP OEGIN$, AT WHCH rIME THEY AE
C ESET ro Z!O IN <OMP.
C

03 110 £.2,IIM
Z5 DO 110 J,JJ1

UA(t,J) J.5(U(,J)+U(141,J))VA(I,J) 0.5(V(I,.fl+V(t,Jt))
1.0 CONTINUE

WI1E (1) 0t,IINM,JJ11M,rAu
210 00 115 J:1,JJN

.3,3 = JJM+1-JwITE (13 (UA(I,JU),1=2,IIM)11! C0'ITINUE
CD 120 J:i,JJMM

21.5 ii) = JJ1+t-JWITE (13 (VA(I,JU),I:2,II')
121 CON'IHUE

C
C 'DM°UTE TOTAL NASS. TO'A.. 5NE3Y AND

220 C S3.UTZ POTENTIAL ENS'FOPHY AT EACI tIME STEP
C O. POINTS INSOE HYSICAL OCUHOARY
C

125 MA!S ?! z APENS : 3.00 130 t2,tIN
22! I 1-1

= tt30 130 JZ,JJqiN * .3-1
JP

230 C
C OTA. lASS
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MASS MASS+P411,J)
C
C OTAL NGY

'F +H(!,J'(H4LG'M(t, J) sGZII,J) #0.25()(' ,J)2I 4U(I,J)$*2,i/(I,JP)24(I,J)4*2))
C2O C AOSOLUrE POTENTIAL ENS1OPHY
C

H. Q.293(M(I,J)+H(TM,JI+14(IM,JMJ (I,J1))= A: S,L(flI,J-(IM,J)-U(I,J+uU ,.j9)ORiF)'2ItIC
2'e5 130 COW''MU

1PTS'A3ENS
IF (L.4!.3) GO TO 135

'M*SSTE0 TEAAP!MS0 AP!MS250 13! PC4SS = (Tss-l43S3rrMASso
CE1FG

(4EMS-4PE1S0)APE4!0
C
C2!! C EEV cWPL TIMES PIIT WINO SPEFO AO OIC1EONC

F OC(IT,9PLr).NE.C.AtD.IT.ME.N) GO '3 15533 170 1s2,ZIM
33 173 J=,iJ42!0 1A(I,J3 S3P.T(UA(I,J)'24VA(I,J)42)F (WA.(,JI.0Q.3.3 GO 3 165

45S(VA(I,J))/MA(t,J)00 t.3 4t,.6
= 426! 1 (P.5TI3.LE.3M(Pt)) GO TO t(.5140 COP4IIMUE

11.! 14I 2.(FLOA(MS)-t.)
IF lUA(C,J0.GE.3.0.1NO.ft(I.JJ.I.Q.C) 373153IF A(,J).Lr.3.3.ANO.J5(t 3 73 155270 IF ((A,J).L7.0.0) GO 73DM1 3.iPHt
GO !3 170

150 DM1 2T0.DHI
GO 3 170

2 15! H1
GO TO 170

160 t4I =
IF (Plt.EQ.3.31 ur 350.
co ro ira250 16! PMI 0.

170 UAII.J) 4I
WtE (5,215) LAa(1),I',(LA(<).K=5,25)
30 175 J2.JJM

JU JJ'442-J26! I! (5,210) JU,(HA(t,JU),15,25)17! C3'TINU
Rr! (5,205) ..A3(2) ,i'. (LA(K) ,Kz5,253
33 150 J=2,JJM

it) =
290 IE (5,215) JU,(UA(t,)U),I=5,25)180 ON'INU!15! "P' (5,t5) " 'MASS,C'4ASS,'E,P'FNPG.5P'15 ?33D:fr (5,233)
29! 2JP3)

'F p.M) '0(". GO TO

166 STOP
C

300 C
190 FO1AT (.3-40INITIAL ML-3EPTH IS <NI z' Ar !ACI POZNT,//)195 F3MAT C5400T ,14,SX,64P'tASS =,iPj2.,iH(,F3.I 2M),5Y,6P4T.E. =,F5.t F5.1

30!
2CC
20!

tEtZ." iI( 2M0),5X,SMP.E. = !t2.. 14( 1,C))OMAf (1C,3(M UrI(,E2 IN ,IjiH) &F8.,5.I)/)
FOMAT (t4t,5,Ai0,5X,13WfIM STP1,b,//,8i,2iI5,/)21C FOMAT (I5,2X,I5,21F6.0)

21! FOIAT (iM0,2 t5.21F6.3)220 FQcA7 Ct 3INT (,I2,,,12,J IS EXPOSEO At II' zt,
316 22!FOMAT (PI1' (*,12,X,t,IZ,t) IS MEWL-C3W!!3 AT IT St=

1+)
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SUSOUTINE EMILZ (ISTA)
SPECIFLES ARAtlETES, GIO AND INITIAL :cN3ZTI3NS

5 ClNON / PED / UB(2q,60),U(29,6J,JA(29.),'8(2,oQ),d(29,6O),
1
2 CD(29.63),UtN,UIN1IN,JI

COPI4OH AI4 / F G D,3T,OT2,O CZF tUIL,JIS,JI_,iIS FU,FVG,
1. HM fHP,TNC1OL,3$,.( I<,OF,I4<,OD+,OTO,

10 2
3 II,LIM,IMN,JJ,JJH,JJ$M,N,NFNT, IAT,I1 ,NPLTDI1!NSI3N )JM,Y(29,60),.A6(i) VARCJ3,IVA(11),NT(29,SG)
EQUIVALP1E (F,VAR(1) ) ,(II,IVAP(1))CT& LA3 /

1.1!
2 3HCO,3llC3S HSK,2HVK HOSQ 2HM<,3H3)T 3HDTO 3hDG,
3 i$Ej,..NCM,2hMS,tH,ZNPE,TAJ,2HtI,.1IIM,?.è1III1Il,
I. ?MJJ ,3HJJPI, 4JJMM,jI4N,5HNPQNT,3HAT .2lI, 44NPLT /

20 C MKS JMITS

C F-3LANE CENTERED AT 32.5 N
C IF ISTLT = 3 (MOSt CASES), H15 IS UN2! C IF IST! = 1 (ETC.), ThIS IS A RESAT (II 3)
C F (tSTt.E.0) GO '.0 35
C

UIN = VON z 3.
3C F z

G = .506
7!.

T2 2.)r3! JP
2
2 C.253.3i5
2 C.IL x -3.72VOS = -.73.

2

-9. U?
FU =
FG = F'VG

2
2 25.25.
=

SC C
C ITZON PTI3NS1
C FO HO INTERNAL FRI'.ION, CHOOSE

A'4D 'AT11) SK 2 0. (C3NSTAMT
2) <K 0. (NONLINEA PATI5! C HO 30tM0AP. FIION, HOOSE

C 1) CCDL 2 0. AND <COS' 3.
C

2
CDS 1.S!-23
5K = 0.

3.1.5S;T12.)
=

=
65 C01 =

OTO = DT/D
=

IPSI = 1.E-33
=

70 TMASSO = T13 APENSO = 0TAU = 3.II 29II4 It-iII'W 11-2
=5 j,j 2

JJ = JJ-i
JJIM 2 JJ-2
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4:1
)P"I1 I
MAT = 41

0

NOTE: IF PLT=+l, NO °t.CTTIN CATA 13 GEIEATEO
AS C

C
E3 TOPOGRAPHY (C-$EJU ISLANO)

C
DO 10 1:1,1!

90 O 10 J:1,JJ
IC Z(I,J) : .

00 11 J:35Ø
kEAO (5.Q) (Z(Z,J),I7,23)

11 COMIINUZ
95 C

C 5)100TH TOPOGRAPHY ISRE IF OESIEO
C
C CALL. SMOOTH CZ,29,E0,0uMMY,)

100 SEt JP ARRAY OF DRAG COEFFICIENTS
C

t r=i,ir
00 15 J:l,JJ

CD(t J) = C35
105 IF ((I,J).GT.G.) C)U,J) = CDL

15 ONTINUE

INITIALIZE sIELcrTy 440 HEIGHT FIELOS
C

110 C .11 .4 : 4tZ .3R.10.)
C

03 20 1:1,10
00 20 J:j,JJ

ii urs
115 IF (hI,J).GT.0.5) Ja(I,J) UIL

3(I,J) IS
IF (Z(I,J).GT.0.5) VB(I,J) IL
M8(1,J) =
IF (M3(t,J).LT.t0.) 413(t,J) 10.

120 20 COMNUE
C
C SMODT.4 INITIAL JEL3CTY FIELDS HEP
C

CALL SMOOTH (UB,29,60,DJMHV,9)
125 CALL $400.4 (V3,29,6Q,UM,9)

00 30 1:1,10
30 30 4:t,JJ

IF (M3(L,J).GF.10.) GO TO 25
UOU,J) U3(Ii,J) = V3(I,J) = V8(t,Jft)

130 25 U(!,J) S U0(I,J)
(I,J) : VB(I.J)

30H(I,J) r49(I,J)
GO 0 .3

C
135 C IF cISTAP'.NE.3 tEAO TAPE FOP 1NI'IAL ENFO

C
35 E0O (2)

= -1.

EWINO 2
C
C REOEFI'1E LOOP LIMIS F3° cUH5S> NO ECPETE 'N

AU(S WITH A CALL TQZ

CALL UV10S (UA4VA,4A,1)
114!

C APAVS NOW NEED TO E SIIFTED AS IN '304 LOOP IN <M4M
C

00 .0 1:1,10
30 140 J:1,JJ

150 UB(I,J) U(I,J)
UI,J) UA(I,J)
V9(t,JJ : V(I,J)
(I.J) : VA(I,J)

'40(t,J) = hI(I,j)
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'.0 H(i,J)
C

'+5 COM!INUE

PIMT VLJES 3 C3MMOM BLOCK / PAA .16C C
wqI_EwEE (,50 (I,LA8LI).lAR(E),I1,33)tE I,L ,I1,U)TJN

is! c
C
C

!C ORdAr (23+.Q)5! FOqAT (iHi,'+2HHYICAL PAPAITERS .ND INItEL JANtITI!S,'//)j7Q E OM*1 (X,PH REAL ,t3,5',46,2H= ,1PE1Q.31S5 FMA t,(,TH GE,I3,5X,4,2H ,fl)
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!U3OUTIN SMOOTH (F,IM4',J1At,FNEw,ISMOO)
C
C IM'UT-P1Y APAV. OUTPUT-SMOOTHED 4UV
C

C!'EMSION (IMA,J$AX),HEW(tMAX,JMAX)Iiq s IM4-1
JJMH =CO 5 1i,IM*X

DO S J:t,JMAX
10 5 4EW(I,il : 0.

=

IF (15M03.fl.5) GO 10 20
C
C NINE-3IHT SMOOTHER - '4LTINER (t971i,NWPI

is c
5214S = 0.5'S(i.-S)
SS!. ).25S$S2
00 10 1=2,11MM

=
20 1'4 1-1.

DO 10 J2,JJM4
Jp :

Jp4 = J-1
IC MEW(I,J) F(i,J+S21IS(F(IM,J)+F(IP.JI+F(t,J4)+F(I,jp)-.öF(I,J

25
00 15 I2,ILIIM

JO 15 J22JJMq
iS (I,J) 1W(I,J)

GO TO 35
30 S/b.

C FIdE-P)INT !MOOTI4E - IALTINEP (197iJ,twP1
C

00 25 t:2,IEMM
35 00 25 J22,JJM4

25 HEW(I,J) F(I,J).S(FCI-1,J) +F(I1,J)+F(t,J-i)+F(I,J+j)-.sF(I,
1J) t
00 30 12.JJM'4

00 30 J2, JJM4'8 30 F(Z,J) : F1EW(I,J)
35 P5TIJN

C



1

C
C

5 C
C
C

10

15

C
C
C

20

25

C
C
C

30 C
C

35

eO

C
45 C

C

50 C
C
C

55

60

65

75

C
C
C

1 2L1.

SU3OUTINE OM°

CCIPUTZS TENOENCIES FOR PPEOICTAL1 QuAT:rrEs

5bDOJR')V (1975) Er ROY-DONSERVING SCHEME

COOM / 'EO / U3(29,6C),U(2°,6),JA(29,C),V3(29,0),V(29,6C),
I
2 CO(Z9,60),ULN.U0N,IN,3tMCOMMON /PARN / F G,O,OT,0T2, ,02F,O.UIL,UI!,1!L,JiS FUG,FVG,I H THM THP,THOCCL,.CSSK (,ORS1,iK,COf,OTO,2 RO Pt,CMftk,MAS50,T.A3.lS0.rAU,3 IX,hrl,IIMM,JJ,JJ$,jJMM,N,IPNT,1AT,IT,NPLTCIIENSIDN Hr (29,60),H5'(29,60)
!AL KOAR(3) ,i(MID(3)

INzT:A..IzE u*, A,

CO S I1,I
DC S Jt,JJ

UA(I,J3 0.
0.

z
1(I J) H(I.J)4Z(I,J)

SH8Td,J) 48(j,J)+Z(I,JI

4O1EMTJM

U, THEN

K3AR(i) KlIO(t1 = 0.
CC 10 I:3,ILM

= 1.-I
= 1't

DC 10 J2,JJM
jq : J-j
ip J4.t
ANL = 3'L 0.

.25'(1(I,J)+V(I,jP)+V(IM,JP)+V(Il,J0)
= D.25(N(I,J)+H(I.JP)+H(IN,J)+i(tM,JP))
=

SET J' OOUNOARY FRICTION

DSP =
VMA = soprCU8(T,J)s2.6o*2)
STP = DD(I,JIa4IlAG/3EP

SET JR INTERNAL FRICTION - SMGORINSY (1q53) FORMULATION
CU!' = (2.(U6(tP J)-U9(t,J) )OR)24(2.(3(I,JP)-0(I,J0

I D;)2+2.((Ucr,Jp-J0(I,Jn)+8(r,Jp) 0(t,JI-(I4,JP)2 _3(IH,J))C2D)4Z
0U14 s (2.(U3(I,J)_U3tI4,J))OR)*2I(2.(v3(IN,JP) -v8(IM,JI)I DR)2+2.((U3(I JP)-J9(I,JM)+V9(I,JP)+Va(I ,J)-v6(IH,JP)2
DUJP ((U3(IP JIU(IM J) OP)'2#t'i3(I,J'HV3(IM JP)I -3 (I.J)- (IN,Jd'OR)"2.L'( (LJ0(I,JP) -U3U .J)49(I, J)2 -i3II',J'))OP)"2
DUJ4 ((U3(IP,J)-U(IN,J))'OR)'2,((i3(I,J'),v0(Ii,JPI1

2 -I3(iM JH0P)2
CU!' = SQRT(OUIP) OUXM = SQR(CUIM)
UJ3 = SORT(CUP) S OUjN = SQR'(CUJM)CU : 0.2SHKOOUIP+DUIM+OUJP+OUJM)

KBAR(1) g3AP(1.OJ
IF (I.E1.13.ANC.J.E2..3t t(MI0(t)0U

NONLINEAR TERMS

(+IV(I JP)-V(IM,JP)-U(I,JP)+tJ(t J))DJ(V(I,JP)'(H(X,
1 JP)+H(I,J)),dI'l,JPF'(H(ZM,JP)+rf(IM,Jlr)/Hl.J'

ONI. (.((I,J)-V(I,J)-U(X,J)+u(I,JM)) 'OR) '((I,J)'(N(I,J)+plI (I,))+V(IN,j)(H(M,J)+H(tM,JM)))/HLi.3N
CNL = -((U(ID,J)2fU(I,J)2)-(u (I,.J)'2+U(IM,J)'2H'Y(I,JP)
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1

80 g C3MPUTS 'ENOEP4CY
C

UAlt,J) =UA(t,J) UA(I,J-43G'(HTI,J)-MT(Il,J)P'ORU8(I,J) = U8(I,J-5T'U3(I,J)8! UA(t,J) U8 (t,J),I4('(DUIP'(US(tP,J)U3(I,J) -OJI?((Ua(Z,J)1 -J9(IM J)J)'ORSQU4 (,J) = UA (I,J).H<9D(JJP'(U8(I,J)-U3(t,Jfl
1 -uJ4=(Li3(t,J)-Ua(I,JMI )) '3RSQ

IC C34IMU5
90 K38R(1) 2 <3AP(i)/FLOA'((t1-3)'JJMM)K3A(2) = KIID(2) = 0.33 1! :2.IIM

2
:

9! 33 15 Jz3JJ$
,1M 2

JP = .1+1.ANL s 3L
(J s 3.25'UIP,J.J!,J+UI,JPfl .U(IP,J)130 = 3.5'(U(1P,j)4U3(t,J)+U2(1,J44tJSIIp,Jl>)

2 3.25'(H(IP,JM)H(IP,J).tl(I,Ji,Ut,i'4)I2 3.25'(H(I,JM #H(I,J)+H(II,J) 4HCLd,JM)}
2
2 5Q1tU824V3(I,J)'2)13! ST = C3(I,J)V4AG/0EPDVI' = ((U3(I? J)*U!(t JM)-U3(I,J)-U3(,JMH'0U'Z

i
2 +U3tt,J)_UBtIP,JM))*D)*2

DVII ((U3(IP J)+U3(IP JMI-u3(I,J)-u3(t,JO)'D}42
tic t

2 +U3 (t,J)-U3 (!,JPIJ )'OI'2
DVJ 2 (2.'(U8(IP,J -U3,J))'OR)"2(2.'(V3(i,JP)-V3(I,J))I '3)2+2.'((U3(i,J),U3(IP,j-U3(I,J4)-J3(t',JM)

2 4V3(tP,J)-V8(II,J)IO2)''211! JVJI s (2.' (U0(IP,j'I)-U8(I ,JMtI'DP)'2i(2.'(V3 (t,J)-V0(t,J'I)I 'O)'2G2.((U8(I,J)+U3(IP,J)-U3(I,J4)Ut3(i',J1I
2 +V3(IP J)-V3(I'l J))32)'2DVI' QRT(DVIP OVIM SQRT(DVIM)

OVJP = SQ1(DVJP) DV.j1 = SQRI(OVJMI120 DV S 3.25'HK(0VIP+3VIW*3VJP+OVJI)<0A(2) = K3AF(2)+OV
CF (I.E3.13.ANO.J.E].t3) KMID(2) = DVANt. = -(F+(V(IP, J)-V(t,J)U(IP,JI +u(: JM) t'0t(U(IP,J(14(I°I ,J)fH(I,J)),U(IP,JH)'(H(tP,J$).P4(I,JM)h/HU12! 3'IL = -(F+(V (I,JJ-V(,J)-U(,J).U(t,JM)40U'(J(I,J)'(I4(1,J)4

1 W(I1,JI)+U(E,JN)4(H(I,JMt#H(IM,JM))t/Me..NL -(
1 JP)"2(I,J)2)-(4(I,J)"2V(I,JM)"2))0VACE,)) = JG+(ANL.31l.,I'0.12!.C4L130 VA(t,J) = VA(I,J)-t0G'I4T(I,J)-lTtI,JII)OR= Vt!,J)-5'.'V3I J)VA(I,J) = VACI,J)+14<'(DVIP'(V!(IP,))-V3(L,J))
1 -0V14'(Va(I,J3-V3(tW,J)))'OR$QVAU,JJ 8(I,J)4H<'(CJJP'(V8(t,JP)-43(t,J)135 1

15 30'ZNU
K3A'(2) = <3Ar(2)/(FLOAf(IIMM'(JJ-3)))KA(3) <410(3) 2 3.

i0 C CCIPJT! 14IGHT EN0ENCY FOR INr5RI0 'DCNT
03 20 1:2,1CM

2
CM = 11

14.5 30 20 j2,JJM
= J..1i-I.ANt. = -((H(ZP,JI.4(,J))'U(1P,J)-(H(I,JIPH(l,J) )'UCI,J))

3NL -( (H(X,JP#H(t,J)t'V(X,JP)-(H(r,J)IN(E,iM) )V(I,.fl)150 0HZ' x (2.'(U3(IP.Jb-U8U,J))0R1'2*((V3(I',JP)
1
2 GV3(,JP)+V3tXP,JI-V3(1,JP)-V3(I,J))'32R)"201411 s (2.'(U3(IP,J) -4J0(1,.U)'DR) '2'((V3(I, $3)I IV3(tM,JP)V3CI,J)V8(tM,J))'OU'2+2.'((U3(j,JPtU3(t,JM)



1!!

150

155

tic

175

155

126

2 +V3(I,JP)+V(t,J)...IBIM,JP)-/S(IM,J))')2R)"2= ((U(IP,JP).J0(I',J)-UB(I,JP)-U3(L,J) )OUZ
1 ,(!.'u3(1.JP)-g(1 fl) 'DP)"2.2.'( (U8(IP i)+J3(I,JP)2

OHJI (LJS(IP,J)+U3(iP,JM)_IJ5(I,J)_U3(t,JM)PO)**2
1
2 U3(IPzJM)UB(t,J$)(IP,J)V3(IM,JI))2)23H13 = QT(3HIP) 34II = SQRT(3HIM>OHJ) SQTC0HJP) 5 tHu SQT(3HJM)OH s 0.125.Hga(3HIP,DHIM+OHJP,OHJM)

K9AR(3) = K3AR(3)+OI
IF (L.E.13.AN0.J.L3.'3) KMXO(3) = OH3ELrt = 3ELTA2 3LT*3 OELTA' 2IF (H(X',J).LE.iO.) QELTU 0.IF (H(1rl,J1.L.LO.I CLLT52 0.IF IH(I,JP).LE.t0.) 35L153 = 3.IF (H(I,JM).LE.I0.) DELT z 0.
HA (t,J) HA (I,J)+0.SM('(OELTAI'OHIP'(HST(03, J) -H3T (I ,J))1 -rs2'DHIM(HeTct,J)-HoT(IM,J)))'osHA(t,J) (I,J),O.5'MK(OEI.143'OHJP'(113Tt0,JP)-H3T(I,J1)1 -OILT*.'DHJM(H5T(L,J)-Is0T(I,JM)))OR320 C3ITINUEKA (3) <3aRc3),(cLoAr (11MM' JJMM))ill U11> Lit. FO OUTPUTTING K'S

U!L 2 K3Att)
Ut! = K'413(t)IL = K3A(2)Vt! ' KMIO(Z)
5K K05(3)
VK KMIO(3)
w1T5 (6,25) UIS,VIS,VK

25 O.MAT (t0,3E15.5)EUN
0



1
C
C
C

C

C
C

16 C
C
C
4-

C
is

20

25 C

C
C

30 C
C
C
C
C3! C
C
C

6

'5

C

50 C

5!

66
C
C
C

6!

70

79

C
C
C
C
C
C
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SU3OUTINE JVHS tUFU,iFU,HFU,ISTART)
03'JTES 3OUNOARY CONOITIONS ON EXTERtGR DOIHTS0R J, V AND H

IOUN)APY CONOIIICNS FOR THIS EXPERI!IlT
A.L SIDES EVO_VE AFTER IT 2

33UNARY ONOXTIOMS ON EXTERIOR POINTS AS SE0 3VI. RLAMSKI (1976), FOR IT ' 2; MOIFIEO AFTER KLEMP
4tLHELMSOM (17) TO ACCOUNT FOR FRICTIONAl..,

C3RIOLIS AND P0:SSURE GRAOIENT FORCES AT 3OJNOARY
COM'iON I PREO / U3(Z9,60),U(29.60),UAI29,O),V(29.60),Vt29,60),

1 VA(29,P,HG(29260),H(29,oi]l,HA(29,60),Z(29,6G),2 CD(2q,60),UIN,UIN,VINV5IN.OMMON IARAM /i HTPIPS7THP1THO,COLtCOS,SK<,ORSQ,IK,UQT,CTO,2 RD,,PSi,CM.(,TlASSu,TEQ,A :NS3,TAU,3 IItIIM,,JJ,JJM,JJ$M,N,NaRNI,IAT,IT,NPLT3!1ENSIN U(Z9,6u),tlFJ*29,60J,*4FU(29,bO),1 13U(17 2),NöV(1T 2),N3H(17'.,2)FEAL

IF (ISTAT.E.0) GO TO 30
IF (IT.Gt.21 GO TO 50

IT 1,2*
PR!DJPEs INFLOW OP OUTFLOW CONDITION IS )E'ERMINEO 3Y

SIGN OF NORMAL VELOCITY COMPONENT AT SAd 3OJNOARV.;F INFLOW. LET 3UNQ&Y VALUE REMAIN sri;&F OJTFL3W. EXTAOLAT! FROM INTERIOR.
NOU'H AND SOUH

00 10 I't.II
IF (V(t,JJM).LE.0.) G3 TO 5UFU(I, JJl 2.UFU(1,JJM)-UFU(I,JJMH)HFU(I,J.i) 2.HFU(I,JJI')-$FU(I,JJP4M)FU(I,JJ) = 2.VFU(I,JJM) -VFU(I,JJMM)

5 I (V(t,S).GE.O.i GO TO 10UFU(I,i s 2.'UFU(Z,2)-UFU(I,3)= 2.'HFU(I,2)-FU(I,3)
2.'VFULI,3)-VFU(I,Ie)10 C3'ITINU:

EA5 AND WEST

00 20 J2,JJM
SF (U(3.J).GE.0.) GO TO 15
UFU(2,J) 2.UFU(3,J)UFU(,J)4FU(1,J) 2.'HFU(2,J)-HFU(3,J)1U(1.J) 2 2.VFU(2,J)-VFUI3,J)

is SF (U(IIM.J).LE.0.) GO 10 20JFU(I5, ii = 2.UFU(IId,J) -UFU(IIMM,J)
IFU( IS,.)) 2 .*HFU (IIM,J)-HFU(IIM'q, J)IFU(II,J) = 2.VFU(II4,J)-VFU(IIMM, .1)

25 3MTINUE

N04 RE)O SE CORNER

IF (V(II,3).GE.0.) GO 0 25UFJ(II .1) = 2.UFU(II ,2) UFU (11,3)
2.'VFU(II.3) -VFU(II,4)HFU( 11,1) 2.'NFU(ZI,2) HFU(II,3)25 IF (!T.EQ.2) GO TO 55

SET UP DO LOOP LIMITS FOR EACH SIDE OF 3CNAEM
dESTf LS1,LEL

NORTH) L321LE2
LASIA L53,LE3

SOUTH) LS,LE
30 .31 1ILEI JJ



L32 L1+tLE2 = jj+irq
L53 L2+13L.E3 L2JJM

50 LS. : L3+iLE'. LE3+IIMM
C
C N3W EA1 AN RF4Y OF NEAR S0UNCAf 'DINTS
C 03 3! L51,LEl

85 '4H(L,1) H3(2,L)
4OU(L,1) = u0(3.L)

35 '4B(L,l) = 13(2,L)
03 .0 LSLS2LLE2

ILP L-L1+1
90 '13H(t.,t) h(ILP,JJM)

3UCL 1) U3(ILP,JJM)
'C NOi(L,iJ = 9(ILP,JJM)

00 .5 L:LS3 LE3
IL

95 'laH(L,t) = He(IIM,ILJ
13U(L 1) U3(IIM,IL)

5 M9I(L,1 = Ie(:I'4,IL)
00 50 L:LS,LE

IL? 2 L-LZ3.1.
100 '48H(L,1) 2 N3(I1_P,2)

IBU(L,1) = U3(ILP.2)
50 N0(L j) : (ILP 3)

IF tISTART.'IE.0) GO TO 55
71 335

105 55 C3NTINU
00 5 LSi,LE1

18H(L,2) = NFLJ(2,L)
'ISUCL 2) = UFIJ(3 LI

60 J(L,2f FUca,IJ
110 00 5! L:LS2,LE2

IL?
15H(L,2) = lFU(It.,JJ'4)
q3U(L,2) UFLJCILP,JJ'q)

5 NOV(L,2) 2 JFU(ILP,JJM)
115 00 70 LLS3,LES

=
43H(L,2) NFJ(IM,L)
'IOU(I.,2) : UFJ(.IM,L)

70 Me(L,2) = FU(IIM,IIj
120 00 75 LLShtLEI.

ILP L-3+1
'13H(L,2) : NFU(ILP,2)
18U(L,2) 2 UF'J(IL.,2)

7! q5(L,2) = FU(tLP,3I
125 WIE (5,393) L31.LE1,L52,LE2,LS3,LE3,LS,E

U3IN = J(15,JJ)
UI'I = UA(15,JJ)
VIN fl15,JJ)yIN = V(1!,JJ)

130 O 73 33!
C
C

0 CON!INU
135

L40

i'5

150

128

IT 2*

DE3URE INVOLVES COMPUTING PHASE 3EE0 3 ACH VAPraaLz
A? A0H OOUN3ARV POINT, ASE3 ON LJES *7 '4EAPEST IN-TIC POINTS T PREVIOUS TIME ST3. F 3JTFLOW, JSE
1-41 A0tATION CONDITION. IF INFL0, PR5I3E TNE
SOJIQARY VALUE FPOM EK*4AN 6ALANCE.

A'IY PRE!CI3E3 VALUE (INFLOW) HILL FO0I
TkIE CLOSEST INSIDE POINT TO SE SUJ1TE3 TO LOCAL
SNOOT4-4ING TO SUPPkESS EFLEC1ION OF TilE OOIPUTATIONAL
MODE FO THE CE OF OVEP-SPECIFIEO 30U'4)APY CONDI-
110.1$ (HEN, 19T3).
c04* IS MAXIMJM ALLOWA8LE PHASE S'EED UNDER CFL CITEIOcE?,j IS THE 'lNIMUM ALLOWASLE DEMOMIN*IOR FOF
'MA$E SEE0 CAL.ULATION.

A3$(DT00).LT.j FOR LL CS, SO OTOI, OT3P
WILL. NEVER SE NEAR ZERO.
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1.55 C SET UP STAP1OAO INLOW VALUES
C

VA11
C

too c
C WEST SIDE

33 150 ..2L51,LEL
5 .41

1.65
CJ x s OEM CV = 0.
OEM (U3(,L)-0.5'(N3LS(L,2)+N8U(L,1)))IF (L.EQ._Et) GO 10 05

3A Q.?5'(V3(2,L).43(2,LP)+V3(t,t.P)+V3(i,L))170 50 TO 0
05 V2AP z
90 5T (2,L)SQ.1U8(2,L)"2'V8A2)U3(2,L)/(0.5(N0(1,L)+W3

1 (2.L)1)
I (A35EN).LT.EPSj1 GO TO 95

175 COE0 V3A-FVG-Sfl
= ODT(DT2'C0REC-(19U(L,2)-N0U(L,1))
= A35(CU)

SIGN = JFAPG
IF (AG.G1.CMAX) CU = SIGN5CMAX

100 95 IF (CU+UI1.5E.0.) GO tO 110
= oro':u
= 1. -DDC

IF (L.EO. El) GO TO 100
CORE = -0.255(V(2,..)+V(2,LP)+V(1,LP) $V(t,..) p-HG

1.0$ SO 'O 1.0$
100 COPEO 'O.'(V(Z,L)'V(i,L))-FVS
1C! UFU(2,LJ = (1.,oTDC)'ue(2,L)-2.OTDC'Nau(L,2).oTzFC3REo-STu)

1 DT3C1
3 10 115

190 110 JFU(2,L) UAIN
UFU (3,Ll S 0,UFU (3,_l+Q .25 (UFU(2,L) .tJFJ(k,1j1

115 IDUMPL,1) 2
DEN = (H0(3,L)-0.(N3H(L,2)4N8N(L,1)))
F (83S(OEN).LT.EPSI) GO 13 120

1.95 = O3T'(N0H(t.,2)-N3H(L,1)/OEN
A3S( CM I

SIGN : CM/APG
IF (AG.5r.CMU) CM SIG$C)4AX

120 IF (Cr$+UI4.GE.0.J GO TO 1.25
220 DIOC OTDCH

= 1.-OTOC
IFU(1,L) = 1..oTOC)(t,L)-2.'oToc3w3ML,2H/orOCM53 TO 1.31

125 -IFU(1,Ll MT
205 4FUl2,L) 0.5*HFU(2,..),0.25SFU(L,L),MJt3,.j I

131 OOUMP(L.3) z 4

IF (L.E9.t) GO TO 1'0
OEM (1S(3,L)-0.54(NOV(L,2)+M3V(L,ij)IJ6P z 0.i(U3(2 L)+U3(2,L'))

210 ST 33 (1,Ll SQ1(U 9'2'V9(1,L)2) 'V3(1,Ll( 0.5(H5( 1,LM)+M3
1. (1,L)I)

IF (43j(DEMI.LT.EPSI) 53 13 135
:SUSAP,FUGSTR

34 = 3D (012'COPZC-(MSV(L,2)-N3V(L,il)) /31W21.5 493(CV)
SIGN s OVfAOGIF (AG.r.CsU) IV SIGNCMAX

1.35 IF (C4.Jt4.GE.0.) GO TO iIC
.

221 310CM 1.-OTOC
COEO FQ.5(U(Z,Ll +U(2,LMI )+FUGVFU(t,t_) ((1..OTDC)1V3(t,L)-2.0T0CN34(L,Z).312(FCOREI-SP))

1 DTOCI53 TO i5
225 1'& VFU(1,L) = VAIN

VFU(2, .1 0.5VFU(2,_) .O.25 (VFU(1.,Ll.VFJ(3,.J)
11+5 IUMP(L,2) = CV
150 CONTINUE

C
230 C NORIM SIDE

C
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O 220 .LS2,LS2
IL '
ILP IL'i.

235 ILP2 = ILl2
= = OEM = Cu 0.

SEN (0.(M3V(L,2),48V(L,i))V9(ZLP,JJ'4I)
IF (L.EO._E2) GO TO 155
U3AR 3.25(J3(ILP,jJ)4U3(ILP2,Ji)+U3(tLP2,J.P4)+U8(ILP,JJM))

2fe0 GO 70 150
155
160

U3AP 0.;'(u3(ILP,JJ)J3(ILP,JJN))
SIR = JJIf(3.5(M8

1 (ILP,JJ)i$8(ILP,JJH))I
tF (A3S(OEN).LT.PSi) GO I'S 165

V.5 COEC -U4PFLJG-S1
l s )OT'(OT2COREC-(1BV(L,,2)-N6V(L,1)))/SEN

s A33(CV)
SIGN 5dfa
SF (ARG.ST.CMAX) OV = SIGMCAX

250 165 IF (Ci+VI'(.LE.J.) GO to tBO
0700 STSCV

=

IF ft. E0._E2) GO 10 1,0
COREO -F0.25(U(I_P,JJ)+u(L.P2,JJ).tJ(ILP2,JJH).u(ILP,JJM))+

255 1 FUG
55 70 175

170 00R50 -FQ.5'u(IL',Jj.u(ILP,JjM),Fu3
175 FUU.P fl) ((i.-OT0C)3(ILP,JJ),2.I)CN3(L,2)+OT(FCCREC

1 -ST))/5T)C'
260 35 T 135

lAO JFU(5_P,JJ) z VAIN
VFU(I..P,JJN) : 0.5VFJ(tLP,JJM).0.25(VFU(tLP, JJ)sVFU(ILP,JJP'P))

135 C2UMP(L 2) = V
= (h5(MH(L,Z).N3H(L,1))-HS(L1_P,Ji'4q))25 IF (A35(OEN)...!.EPSI) GO ?3 190

04 T(N8)l(L,Z)-N6H(L,1))/OEN
u3S(CH)

SIGN -4/AVG
IF (A .I.C5X) OH = SIGMCMAX

270 192 SF C+I4.LE.0.) GO TO 135
5700
DTOC' = 1.+OTSC
1FU(I.P,JJ) ((1.-OT0C)(ILP,JJ),2.0T043((L,2))/STCOP
GO 70 200

275 195 IFU(I_P,JJ) = 41
'4FU(fl.,JJH) = 0.5WFJ(ILD,JJM),t.25(HFJ(tLp, JJ)HFU(LLP,JJP4M))

200 DUMP(L,3) = OH
SEN (0.5(MSU(L,2)+N9U(L,1))U3(ILP,JJM4)
V3AP O.5'(13(IL,JJ)4V9(ILP,JJ))

250 375 = SD(tL',JJ)SQR7(U3(tLP,JJ)"2+V4R"Z)J3(I.,P, JJ)/(O.5'(H3I (IL JJ)+p4S(1L3 JJJ))
IF A3S(OIN).L+.lPS1) GO I'S 205
CORES = FV9AFVG-ST5

= )01(O?2C0 C-(IGU(L,2 )H8U(L,1) )) #OeN
ASS(CU)

SIGN = SJ/APG
SF (G.Gr.CMAY) SU =

205 IF (OJ#Vt..0.) GO 10 210
D'OC =

296
= 0.5'(V(IL,JJ)sV(ILP,JJ)1FVGUJ (I...P iji ( (1.OTOG) U3 ((_P,,JJ) ,Z.0103N3J( L, 2) .0r2 (FCCSIS

1 STF))l1OC'
33 O 215

295 210 UFU(_P,JJ) = UAIN
JFU(I_P,J4M) = 0.S'UFJ(IL',JJN)+0.Z5(UFJ(L.P, iJ)+UFU(ILP,JJHPI))

215 OOUMP(L,1)
222 ONTINUE

C
300 Cr EAST 3535

33 290 ..L33,L53
IL =
ILP IL+L

305 ILM = IL-t
= = 015N CV = 0.DEN = 0.5(N3U(L,2)+N3U(L,1))-U9(I!MM,IL)

IF (L.5Q..,S3) GO TO 225



31.0

31.5

320

325

330

335

340

345

350

355

360

36!

370

375

380

385

131

/3AP :
GO TO 230

225 34 = 0.3'(V3(II,ILP)+V9(IIM,ILP))
230 5" 3 O)(II,ILSRT J8III,IL2+V0AR2) 3USUI,IL) /(3.!UeI!1 ,tLI+I(ILM IL.)))

5F (ASSCDSN;.LT.Epsi) GO 13 235COC F'V3-HG-ST
CL) oDTcoTacoFc-(au (L,2)-NU (L,1) ) ) /OENz AS(U)
SIGN OURG

cAo.;r.cM*x) CU = !IGM'CMAX
235 IF (OU+UPI.L.0.) GO tO 250

3700 DT)OIJ
OTOOP 1. +0130
IF (L.Q._S3) GO TO 20
CORE =

TO 2'e5
2"G COR! O.5(V(II,ILP)+V(IIM,ILP))-FVG
2'.! JFUCII,I.) = ((i.-OTDC)5J8(II,IL3+2.OTOC18UL,2)#OT25(FCOFC-

1. 51'Pfl/Qt3P
GO TO 255

250 UFU(IL.IL) JAIN
UFU(IEN,L..) = Q.5UFU(IIM,tU+Q.Z55CUFU(II,IL)+JFJ(IMM,IL))

25! CCUMP(L,tI CU
OEM = .5'(MBM(L 2).N3H(L 1))If3(IiMM,L)
IF (A3S(05M.LT.&PS1) GO 260

)4 z -Q)15(N8H(t.,2)-N3H(L,lfl/)3EN
A'G 435(C)4)
SIGN CHAPG
IF (AkG.GT.CN8Y) OH = !IGM'CMA

260 IF (C+UI.LE.Q.) GO tO 265
3100 =

5 t.40730
IFU(II IL) ((1.-OTDC)'N9(tI.IL)+2.'OTDC48HL.2))/OTDCPGO TO 73

265 4U(It,EL) = MI
HFU(IIN,..) 3.55HFU(IIN,tL0.2(HFU(II,ILDHFU(IIMl,IL))270 OOUMP(L,3) CM
OEM O.55043V(L,2).N3V(L,1))-49(IIfl,LL)
IF (L.EQ...E31 GO TO 230
JOAP 3.53CU5)II,IL)+U3(ILM,IL)ISIP = 3(II,IL) 'SORT (U8A3'2-+V8(II,IL)'2) VG(tI,IL)/(0.5'(H8(II

1.

IF 35(OENi._T.EPSI) GO 13 275:3c _:.uaAR+FuG_sr
Cv = OUT 072'COPEC-(MEV(L,2)-N8v(L,1)))#3!N= A5S(CV)
SIGN VfARG
IF (AG.G?.CM) CV = SIGU'CM

27! IF (Cv+JI1.LE.O.) GO tO 200
.0100 OTD'CV
orocp 1.+OTOC

= -F'0.5'(U(II,1L3+u(II,1U4)+FUG
FU(It,IL) = ((1._O!O+V0(II,L),2.SOTO+M8VC_,2)+012S(FOREO_

I ST))/OT3OP
GO 13 235

280 vFU(L,tL, = VAIN
= 0.5VFU(II4,EL)+0.25(VFU(II,IL+vFJ(IIMM,IL))

28! C)UMPtL,2)
250 C3MTINUE

SOUTM szo
C

M9(1.i) = 10
03 366 _:Le,LE'

II.
ILP = ILft
LP2 I. .2
CV = CM = OEM = CU = 3.
OEM V8(ILP,4) -0.5' ('dOV(L,2)+N8V(L,1))
IF (L.EO..E4) GO ro 295

= 3.25'c'JStILPZ,2)#u6tILP,2).uS(ILP,u +U3IIL'2,1))GO TO 303
255 U3AP 3 0.S'(U3(ILP,23+U8(LLP,l))
303 5T =

1. (ILP,2)+M3(IL.P,1)))
IF (A3S(35N).t..1.E3SI) GO 13 305



3lp

39!

'CO

1.05

'IC

1.1!

1.20

'.25

1430

S

'145

'.50

'.55

1.60

132

-;u0R+FUG-sr
= 3Or'OT2'CopEC-(MeL,2-NBv(L,u ))/)EN= A5!(CVI

s:GN =
EF (AG.T.CMAX) CV = SIGN'CMA

305 IF (C+I4.GE.0.I GO 10 320
DIOC
D1OC4 1. -00CIF (L....S1.) GO TO 310

-F'Q.25(U(I_P2,Z) 'U(ILP,2).J (Ii.',1DJ(IL.P2,13 IIWUG
O TO 315

310 CORE = -F'0.5(U(ILP2,2)fU(ILP2,1i).FUG
31! VFUU.P 2) = ((t.*OTD)'V3(ILP,2)-2.DT3D'46VL,2)+OT2(FCOREC-I SIR))/OfDZP4

GO 10 325
320 WU(I.P,2) VAIN

VU(tLP,.3) = 0.5VFU(tLP,3) #0.25( VFU(ILP,2) +VFUtLP,k))
325 DUMP(L 21 "V

*
IF (A3$(DN).LT.ES1) GO 13 330
C14 1 -D3t(N0)44L,2)-N3I4(L,1))/OEM

439(0K)
SIGN = CHARG
IF (AkG.GT.CMAX) CK = SIGMCMAX

330 LW (CrVt4.G.0.) GO O 335
oroc =
310CM 1.-OTDClWU(TLP,1) = ((1.l'OTO)H0(ILP,1)'2.0T)'lI4(L,2))/31OCP
GD TO 31.0

33! 4WU(I.P,t) = 41
-IFU(IL_P,2) = 0.5'HFU(1LP,2)+0.25(HFU(ILP,1i.-fFU(tP,3))

31.0 3U14P(L 3) 1 OH
DEN U(tL,3)-O.5('4BU(L,2)+N8U(L,11)IF (L.EQ._S'.) GO 0 350flAP = 0.3'(V(ZLP,Z)+V(IL,2))

(LLD,1J4SQRT(JBIZLP,t)o42.V8ARs2)UB(tLP, j)/(Q.5(H8
1. (ILP t)+143t1L,i. )))

F 3S(OSN).L.ES1) GO '3 31.5
COFEC :

= 3oT'(oTz'COIEC-(N8ucL,2)-N9u(L,1) 1) l3NSIGN = OUIAPG
F (AG.Gr.3MAx) CU SIGMCMX

3145 IF (OUsilI'I.GE.O.) GO 10 350
3130 31)'CU
313CM 1.-OTOC

= '0.53(V(ILP 2)"V(IL 2))-FVGUFU(I_P,t) : ((1, TO 1U3(IL,1)_2.*O133,,48U(..,2)fDr2(FCOREC_
2. STP)1/OTDM53 '0 355

350 UFU(L.P,j) = UAIN
UFU(I..P,2) 0.5tJFU(tLP,21+O.25(UFU(IL',1).JFU(ILP,3)

3 'DUMP(L.,i.) "U
3ä CONTINUE

OUTPUT VALUES OF P4*51 SPEEO C FO 140K 330H)ART POINT
4143 EACH DEPENDE'IT VAP.IA3LE FOR ANY 3ESI1) TInE STE'(S)

IF OD(I!,.E3.3 WRITE (5,395) IT,(L,(COUIPL,K),<=I,3),L=1,iLl'.)

S)IF1 ARRAYS FOR JSE IN HEX' TIME 91!'
33 365 _:L!1,LEI

4314(L,j) 1 HS(2,L)
'43H(L,Z) NFU(2,L)NSU(t.,i) = U5(3,L)
'JBU(L,2) UFU(3,L)
'4SV(L i.1 V8(2,L).365 M5V(L,2) =

00 370 _:L32,LE2
JJM)= IiFJ(IL,JJ'$)

'48U(L,i) : UB(ILP JJM)= UFUtILP,JJ')
'IOV(L,I) : V9(ILP,JJM)
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37 Nfl. 2) FU(tLP,JJM)
00 37 sL33,L3

65 IL LL2
'3M(L,t) $IIM,IL)
'18H(L,2) = p4FU(IIM,IL)
3U(L,1) : UB(11P4,IL)
43U(L,2) = UFJ(II1,IL)

TO 48V(L,iJ 3(IIMtII_J
375 Ngl(.,) FU(tIM,IL)

00 3O _:LS.1LE
ILP = L-t..3t
43H(L.,t) : H3(ILP,2)
l3HtL,2) 4FU(IL,2)
13U(L,l) U(ILP,2)
1U(L,2) = JFJ(ILP,2)
11(L,L) = (ILP,3)

3fl 4V(L,2I FU(tLP,3)
UII = JIM
V3IM = IM
JIM = UAIM

= VAIM
385 RTURN

'.85 C

3 F0l4T (254-L0O LIMI7S IM (UV)4BCS,'.U5,iit,I3),/i)
395 FO.UAT (2lPHASE SPEEUS, IT * ,I3,iOX,i.UU,i,X,t)V,i5X,iI4M,//,iP,

'.90 t17'.(18,20X,:1O.3,2C6X,5i0.3),/.))



1
C
C
C

5 CI-

to

15

C

20

25
C
C
C
C

30 C

35

'5

50

55

C
60 C

C

Q5

'0
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SU3ROUTINE RMT

PtM1S ARRAYS AT EQUESTEO TIME STEP
A SO PIMT5 INFL0M VALUES AND 'K VA JES
1FIRST DOMAIN A!RAGE, THEM MIDPOINF)

COMMON / PEO / U3(29,60),J(29,),UA(29,5O),'d3U9,S0),V(29,60),j VA(29,60),Il8(29z00),H(2920u),HA(29,,00,Z(29,60),
2 CO(2q,6a),UtM1UsIN,VLN,Y,t'4
COMMON FP*AM / FG1O,or ,DT2uF,D2P,1.,U!L,JI3,VIL, IXS1FUG,FVG,

1
2 RObtPSLjCM,TMASSJ ,TFQ,A 4S0, rAu,
3 II,tIM,t1,JJ,JJM,JJ1Ul,N,4PNT,1AT,IT,NPLT
CIIENSICN L18(5) ,LA(29),HT (23,60)
DATA LAS / g V*,tML-MEIGHT :,:A3OVE NSL ,tNS1OOTH5Dt,

1. U3PGPAPHY: /
CC S Ist,II

LACI) = C
S ONIIMU!

= TAJ/3600.
ASTOW 20,IT/2

(LASrDw.Gr.JJ) LASflOW:JJ
LASTMI. = LASIROW-1
4Rt?E (5,1,) LA3(t),IT,7AU,TAUHRS,UIN,UIL,J05,(_A(K),K:5,25)

DO NOT PRINT EITHER 121 COLUMN FOR cU
3R J:j R3W FOR <V; THESE VALUES ARE
JNO!ZMED AT ALL ?I.c3.

0) 10 J*j,LASTR)W
.JLJ 2 JJjJ

I'E (6,55) JU,(U(I,JU),I:5,25)
10 CDNTINUE

1.RI'E (6,50) LA3(2) ,IT,dIN,VIL,IS,(LA(<),<=5,25)
CD 15 J2j,L5TMj

JU = JJe1-J
ITE 16,55) Ju,(v(I,JU),r=5,25)

15 CONTINUE00 20 Izt,It
)D 20 J21,JJHT(I,J) = Ut,J)'Z(t,J)
IF (H(I,J).LE.i0.) IT(I,JJ t.E+07

2C CONTINUE
IF (1.EQ.0) GO TO 30

RCT5 (5,65) A3(3),LA3(),IT,5K,JX,(LA(K),(:5,!5)
CD 25 Jz1,_ASR3W
JU 2 JJj.J
WIE (6,70) JU,(HT(I,JU),15,25)

26 CNTINU
O '0

30 CONTINUE
wI'E (6 óS) LA3(5J,LAS(6),IT,5K,VK,(LA(KJ,K:5,25)
CD 35 J'j,_0ST)W

.jU = JJ,1.J
!TE (6,70) JU,(Z(I,JU),I:5,25)

35 :CMrINuE
1.0 FETJPN

1.5 FCqA (11t.s,A2,51,ialrIME S'EPI,I5,F?.0,t S (*,F5.3,
i:.3t,HJ1'I =,F1.2, iO.c,JIK =,2F7.0,////,6X.2116,//)

55 )MAT (3.t5,2tF6.2)
60 FO2IA (jMi,6X,A2,5,j0HTIi4E S'EP,,15,20A,5)VIN r,F7.2,IOZ,3HK =

12Ff
65 F3OMAT (lr)115V,2(A10,IA),5k,10ITIME STEDI,15,t0(,3H< ,2F7.0,
i////,AT, 2iI,//)70 FOAT (3,ZS,2i(F6.0))

EN)




